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HERE'S HOW IT'S DONE — Matthew fordy and Julie George recently got together on a jack-O-Lintern project







determine what kind of face to make (left photo). After the pattern for the face has been drawn and the inside ofthe pumpkin cleaned out, the actual cutting can begin (center photo). At right, the two youngsters admire eachother's finished work.
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Despite His Wide Lead In Race
es-Demos
To 'Get Vote Out' Nov. 7
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Although he admits his' campaign for
Te-election is "in excellent shape" at
this point, Walter "Dee" Huddleston
told Democrats attending a county
party function Monday night to "get out
the vote on election day" anyway.
"If we don't do our job this year as
well as it can be done," Huddleston told
Democrats attending the annual county
party function, "we'll put those can-
didates nail year at a disadvantage."
Huddleston Monday night denied
allegations from the National Right-to-
Work Committee, a group opposed to
compulsory unionism, that his and
,other campaigns received illegal
campaign contributions from organized
labor.
The Kentucky senator told reporters,
"The charge is asinine." He called the
allegations "a last minute opportunity
In the late stages of the campaign of
trying to create assertion between
labor contributions and business
-eontributions."
(Editor's Note: A related story about
the allegations appears f111 Page 8 of
today's edition.)
Huddleston, speaking to a crowd of
local party precinct workers and
Democratic office holders here, said,"I
think we are in excellent shape to be re-
elected but the problem is regardless of
today's index 










Let's Stay Well 2





Mostly sunny and mild today.
Highs in the low 70s. Clear and
cool tonight with lows in the low
to mid 40s. Sunny and a little
cooler Wednesday with highs in
the mid 60s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Little or no precipitation ex-
pected Thursday through
Saturday with temperatures
averaging near normal during
the period.
all1=1111111111111111  
what people say, what the surveys say,
what the editorial writers say and what
the political experts believe, none of
that can be counted on the night of Nov.
7.
Huddleston reviewed his ac-
complishments over the past six years
and didn't once mention his Republican
opponent in the race, Louie Guenthrier
Jr.
Huddleston told local-Democrats that
in his six years in the Senate "I have
learned something about how the
Senate operates. I've tried to represent
the state in an honest and diligent
fashion. I've been back very frequently,
over 300 times, and have talked to
citizens all over the state to find out
what the people in Kentucky are talking
about."
The Kentucky senator cited his
position on the Senate Agriculture
Committee. He re-emphasized his past
'stands on the tobacco issue 'We have
to recognize that tobacco will continue
to stay under attack. We have to remain
alert as the attacks will come from an
increasingly number of directions. But
we think we can defend the program in
the foreseeable future," Huddleston
said, directing his comments toward
HEW Secretary Joseph Califano.
Huddleston mentioned the
Congressional emergency farm bill and




County fiscal court and board of
education officials have accepted a low
bid from a Louisville bonffing firm on
revenue bonds to build a new county
middle school and athletic field house.
Dr. Jack Rose; county school
superintendent, said today officials
accepted a low bid from J.J.B. Hilliard
and W.L. Lyons of Louisville and
Paducah. Hilliard and Lyons bid 6.02
percent, a bid Rose "extremely good."
"Considering the market, theirs is an
extremely good bid It demonstrates
the confidence investors have in the
economic stability of this community,"
Rose said.
Two other bonding firms bid 6.08
percent and 6.16 percent on the 20 year
bonds to finance the new school.
Rose said a comparison of .Hilliard
and Lyons' bid with the two other bids
shows a savings of from $18,000 to
$40,000 over the next 20 years.
Calloway County School Board
recently accepted a low $1,938,000 bid
from Hal Wright Construction of
Mayfield to build the school and field
house
If
About 250 Eddyville Prisoners Involved
be third in line for chairmanship of the
Senate Agriculture Committee.
Huddleston said his position on,the
Senate Appropriations Committee "has
given me the opportunity to be in a key
place at the right time on several oc-
casions...I try to make sure that in the
allocations formulas, Kentucky is not
left out."
The Kentucky senator said -his
position on the Military Construction
Subcommitte "helps us see that we do
not get into the position at any time in
the future the United States will not be
second to any other power on earth."
Huddleston praised Congressional
passage of the $19 billion tax reduction
bill. "The independent fact is that next
year the American people will be
paying less taxes," Huddleston said.
"We've tried to approach the question
of cutting government spending and
reaching a balanced budget in a very
responsible way. It's going to mean a
substantial reduction in federal ex
See HUDDLESTON,
Page 10, Columnl
AT DEMOCRATIC FUNCTION — Kentucky Senator Walter "Dee" Huddleston is shown here with his county chair-
man Don Henry and Murray State University chairperson Cheryl"Milam following an annual county party dinner
Monday night. Huddleston urged Democrats "to get out the vote' regardless of pre-election predictions which say
Huddleston will defeat his Republican opponent.
UM Depot May Be-Moved
The dream of having the old L&N
Railroad Depot situated on a site at the
new Murray-Calloway County Park
may soon become a reality.
A Benton house mover is expected to
soon start work on moving the struc-
ture, currently. located along Railroad
Ave., to the city-county-parit, officials
say.
Members of Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board signed a $7,000
contract earlier this month with M.C.
Ruggles Moving Company of Benton, a
spokesman said. The house mover was
expected to begin work earlier this
week. Park personnel are preparing a
site for the 37 X 200 foot structure near
the pool at the new park.
Betty Baker, a member of the parks
board and active in Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre, said the
depot relocation "is something we've
been pursuing for a long time." Mrs.
Baker said,"'llrie park presently doesn't
have an indoor facility at all. There are
so many things which could go on at the
park year-round. This (the depot) will
enable us to have such a facility."
Jean Blankenship, the current parks
board chairperson, said the facility will
be used by a number of community
groups. "This will help us bring culture
to the park. We anticipate •letting
Community Theatre, community
groups, use it on a request basis," Mrs.
Blankenship said.
Mrs. Blankenship said the parks
board is using a matching grant to fund
moving of the structure. She said L&N
has "sold" the building to the county at
a nominal cost.
Cincinnati Ballet To Perform Here
The Cincinnati Ballet Company will
be presented at 8:15 p.m. Friday, Nov.
3, in Lovett Auditorium as part of the
Murray Civic Music Association con-
cert series.
The Cincinnati Ballet Company, now
in its 16th season, has enjoyed a rapid
rise to artistIc‘recognition both here
and abroad unaer the guidance of ar-
tistic director David McClain.
Frederic Franklin is choreographer-
in-residence of the company. He
choreographed "The Nutcracker," the
second scene of which is included on the
Murray program.
"The Nutcracker," a ballet with
music by Tchaikovsky, received its
first performance at the raryinsky
Theater, St. Petersburg, on Dec. 17,
1892. The plot was based on E. T. A.
'Hoffman's fairy tale, "The Nutcracker
and the Mouse King." The ballet has
become an audience favorite and
receives scores of performances at
Christmastime all over the world.
In addition to the "Land of Sweets"
scene from the "Nutcracker," Friday
evening's program also includes
Balanchine's "Serenade," which is set
to Tchaikovsky's "Serenade for
Strings."
Civic Music president John C. Winter
has announced that it will be necessary
for seating to be limited for the
remaining Civic Music concerts of the
season. However, members of the
Murray Civic Music Association and
full-time students of Murray State
University, which supports the series
financially for the purpose of their
admission, will receive first priority
seating up until 10 minutes before the
hour of performance.
Members of the Paducah Community
Concert Association may be admitted,
as seating permits, after that time.
KSP Inmates Remain In Segregation After Sitdown
Bordenkircher, who has been
superintendent here for 21/2 years, said
that the strike "is a question of who will
run the prison — prisoners or the ad-
ministration. We will." •
Officials of the maximum security
prison said there were no major in-
cidents Monday during the sitdown
strike. The prisoners are demanding,
among other things on a 33-item list, the
return of stereos and hair dryers to
to cell questioning them. their cells and the removal of the prison
.. P.'41/farsaftl trirritaarntrrentillIM'aPealr
- -work until weinetttietrtietnalsta:SoTh ' All ArtMty for the day -, ktrlitding the
they went," said Bordenkircher. "I industries and school, was
tx/°1 ute will not_.11fRo04e. SfiCr the iftrilarui tuxnatm
— - refused to go to work Monday morning.
EDDYNTILLE, Ky. (AP) — About 150
inmates at the Kentucky State
Penitentiary here remained In special
segregation today after refuslag to
work until a long list of their demands
were met
Prison Superintendent Donald
Bordenkircher said that about 250 in-
mates took part inathe sitdown strike
Monday,'and that 150 in segregation
"were chosen when we'went fromcell
The inmates "just sat down on the
hill," Bordenkircher said. "Then they
stated that they would not work unless
the demands they handed us were met.
I thanked them, and gave the general
lockup order."
Bordenkircher said the prisoners
could be kept in segregation for up to 90
days without further review.
Bordenkircher told representatives
of the dissident inmates that most of the
items on the*trjai Are ,uoiktuattablr-
---*—WiuSTifiey are included in various
pending lawsuits flied by prisoners.
Bordenkircher said he hoped normal
operations would retair-tv- to -the
maxirnum security prison within 48
hours.
The resoration of stereos, tape decks,
tapes, headphones and more than one
fan in cells headed the list of demands.
Gay Dwyer, a public information of-
ficer, with the Bureau of Corrections,
said it is not known if action last
weekend in removing those items
because of overloaded electrical cir-
cuits was the immediate cause of the
strike
Ms. Dwyer saice
removal_ 1 .primal ysician Ales
7,egarra and- the removal of correc-
tional officer J.G. White from .the
.hospkai4a1ail-wacsaucprimas.and
not elaborated on by the prisoners'
spokesmen.
Other demands included restoration
of weekly movies, one prisoner in a cell,
Christmas open house visitation, free
tobacco to prisoners who cannot afford
to buy It, conjugal visits and a rattle in
pay from $7 to $10 a month.
Copies of the demands were sent to
Corrections Commissioner David
Bland in Frankfort.
will be filed on each inmate ai4,an
adjustment committee will meet with
each prisoner to determthe if he is
--alrowed-baok in the ganeral-popialal•oo.
or kept in administration segregation




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Juvenile
involvement in major crime apparently
is increasing, according to figures
released by Gov. Julian Carroll.
The statistics, contained in a report
compiled by the Kentucky State Police
and released Monday, indicated the
number of juveniles arrested as major
offenders last year rose 2.1 percent, as
compared with a 5.4 percent decline in
adult involvement.
The only offenses for which fewer
juvenile arrests were reported were
rape and larcenytheft.
In all other major crime categories,
the number of juveniles arrested were
up — 25 percent for robbery. 22,6
percent for aggravated assault, 16.4
percent for murder, 16.6 percent for
auto theft and 3.9 percent for breaking
and entering.
The report confirmed a 7.6 percent
reduction in the number of major of-
fenses last year as reported by the FBI
earlier this month. It was the first time
in five years that a downturn in major
crimes had been recorded in Kentucky.
State Police Commissioner Ken
Brandenburgh said the decrease was
especially apparent in the number of
robberies, which were down 16.8 per-
cent during 1977. He said that was the
lowest rate for robberies since 1973.
Other decreases also were reported
for larceny-theft, down 9.4 percent;
aggravated assault, down 7.9 percent;
breaking and entering, down 5.1 per-
cent, and murder, down 3.8 percent.
The only major offenses which were
up were rape, 8.3 percent and auto
theft, threetenths of one percent.
Other findings of the report included •
—The total value of property stolen in
Kentucky last year by breaking and
entering and larceny-theft amounted to
nearly $30 million;
—Firearms were used in almost 76
percent of the reported murders and 38
percent of the aggravated assaults.
.. --Over 53 percent of ati.morted
,—Jaateititta—eact: setesiosaraewarne. ea",
night With . private. -homes- the wawa
frequent target.
—One out of every four larceny-thefts
involved -taisnai- at neenethinie-freert
au tom o bi le .







Club held Its October 12th
' meeting in the home of Mrs.
Holmes Dunn, who presided.
Mrs. Robert Hendon gave
the devotional "Do a Special
:-.Deed Each Week." Mrs.
:-.-Prentiss Dunn read the
-ininutes and gave the
treasurer's report.
Mrs. it: [Amin discussed the
Area and County
Homemakers meetings to be
held this month. Mrs. P. Dunn
'gave a report on painting
houses saying there were a
number of factors that cause
paint peeling.
Mrs. Robert Hendon
presented the lesson on
collectables.
aner_medihers_thal were in 
attendance not mentioned
were Mesdames Harry
Russell, Roy Hancock, Jack
Wilson, Learon McGary,
Clyde Miller. Mrs. Jean Cloar
also attended.
Mrs. P. Dunn brought
cake from a new cook book for
'refreshments. The recipe was
of first lady Mrs. Carter which





,. Girl Scouts from the Bear
Creek Service Area in,.
Western Kentucky will hold
their• annual • "Showcase"
Saturday, Nov. 4, from 9:30
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Girls from
-the eleven-county Bear Creek
Service Area of Kentuckiana
Council will come together to
exchange ideas, demonstrate
skills and display hand made
crafts.
Those troops giving skits
will be performing from 10:00
to 11:00 a.m. Each troop
displaying crafts or other
akilLs will be giving demon-
strations from 11:00 to 12:00.
The judges wITY ''be "Mark
Madison, Theater & TV Dept.
at Tilghman High Schooll
Mrs. Jane Bright, Paducah
Art Guild President; Mrs. Jo
Ann Dortch, Paducah Art
Guild; Mrs. Dorothy Downs,
McCracken County Arts and
Crafis, president.
Prbllucts made by the girls
will be offered for sale at 81.50
and under following the
djtmonstration period. All Girl
Scouts. parents and friends of
Girl Scouts are invited to
attend.
41)
Linda Lee Hart Wed To
Mr. McLempre At Church
Miss Linda 'Lee Hart and
Mark L. McLemore were
married in a late summer
ceremony at six p.m. in the
sanctuary of the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church with
the Rev. Lawson Williamson
officiating at the double ring
caraway.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. larthen-L Hart.
Her maternal grandparents
are the late 'Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Davicisoeof Henry
County, Tenn., and her
paternal grandparents are the
late Mr. and Mr. Quitman
Hart of Lynn Grove.
The groom is the son of Mr.
and Ma 0. C. McLerriore, Jr.,
of Mayfield. His maternal
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. S. Jack Gardner, his
_ma''ual-great-gvaadmother
is Mrs. F. B. Outland, and his
paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs 0. C. McLemore.
all of Murray.
Mrs. Olivene Erwin,
organist, and Miss Sherry
Nall, soloist, presented the
nuptial music. Selections
included "Color My World,"
"Wedding Song," and
"Romeo and Juliet."
The bride was preceded by
the flower girls, Miss AllYson
Gardner and Miss Krista
Keaemer, and the ringbe_arer,
Andy McLemore. The girls
wore blue floral chiffon ruffled
dresses with scooped
necklines, and Andy was
dressed in an ice blue tuxedo.
Bride's Dress
The bride was lovely in a
gown of white chiffon and
chantilly lace. The bodice was
fashioned with a Queen Anne
neckline and full lantern
sleeves. The cuffs of the
sleeves were banded with a
row of the chantilly laee.
Vertical panels of the identical
lace adorned the skirt and
sleeves.- She had a 'chapel
length watteau train.
She wore a, fingertip veil of
illusion and delicate em-
broidery which was attached
to a Juliet crown of lace and
seed pearls. Her only jewelry
was an engraved golden heart-
shaped locket given to her by
the groom apd an opal ring,
borrowed from a close friend.
The bridal bouquet was a
nosegay of white mums, baby
carnations,_apd daisies with a
baby orchid-0 the center and
baby's breath throughout.
Green ivy and white
streamers tied in love knots
flowed from the bouquet.
Miss Donna Muellar of
*Wisconsin was maid of honor.
--The bridesmaids were Missei
Cindy McLemore, sister of the
groom, Janice Rose, and Lisa





Tonite Is Bargain Nite




















































Mr. and Mrs. Mark L. McLemore
floral chifon gowns featuied
scoop necklines with soft
ruffles around the neck and
ruffles at the bottom. The
waists were accented with
contrasting chiffon sashes
that fell in tiers down /tieback
of the dresses.
The maid of honor and the
bridesmaids flowers were
nosegays of white daisies and
baby's breath with long baby
blue streamers.
Miss Christine Montgomery
registered the wedding guests
in the church foyer. Her gown
was a light green flora Land
her corsage was of yellow silk
rases. The register table was
set with a cut violet bud vase
and a white snapdragon.
Doug Parrott oftthio served
as best man. Groomsmen
were Bill Boshinski of Ohio,
Raymond Hammond, . and
Daniel Wallace.
The groom wore a white
tuxedo and a white rose
For travel the bride wore a
two piece white pant suit as
the couple left after the
reception for a trip to Nash-
ville, Tenn., and Atlanta, Ga.
They are now residing at
Southside Manor Apartments,
Murray, and both are working
and attending Murray' State
University.
Out of town guests, not
previously mentioned, were
Brue Esken, Dick Davis, Doug
Huffman, Jan Davis, Sue
Forthover, Dr. and Mrs.
Richard Gardner, Dr. and
Mrs. Ronnie Kraemer, and
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Gardner,
all of Ohio, Elbert and
Laverne Davidson, Missouri;
Claude and Gladys Davidson,
Tennessee; Suzanne ,Cornwell,
New York; Rebbecca Stewart,
Illinois; Dr. and Mrs. Carl
Shroat and family, Frankfort.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs 0. C.
McLemore, Jr., parents of the
boutonniere- The groomsmen room- hosted a reheaysaland ushers, Kim Barton and -dinner for the wedding party
Stanley Bone, accented the and relatives of the bride andbridal party by wearing ice groom at the Colonial Houseblue tuxedoes and baby blue Smorgasbord.
carnations. The centerpiece was ofThe mother of the bride
chose to wear a full length sky
blue dress, and the groom's
mother wore a floor length
floral dress. Their corsages
were of white baby orchids.
Corsages of white car-
nations were presented to
Mrs. S. Jack Gardner, who
wore a light blue dress, Mrs.
0. C. McLemore, Sr., who
wore a blue dress, grand-
mothers of the groom, and
Miss Lester Grisham, who
wore a black dress, great aunt
of the groom.
The vows were exchanged
before the altar by candlelight
from brass arched candelabra
centered by two spiral can-
delabra. The flowers were
arranged in white woven
baskets holding' white car-
nations, snapdragons, mums,
and daisies.
Aisle pews were marked
with baby blue streamers and
brass candle holders with
white tapered candles covered
by a glass chimney.
Reception
1 The reception was held in
the church's fellorship hall
following the ceremony.
The cake table was covered
with a white linen cloth. The
four tiered cake was topped
with a heart shaped piece
enclosing two tiny kissing
angels. The punch was served
in a cut crystal bowl of the
bride's aunt.
Centering the table was a
flower bowl arrangemerg of
blue and pink carnations with
yellow mums and snap-
dragons scattered throughout
encircled by four silverstick follows: Mildred Harrison,
candles. Ruth Warren, Gladys
Serving the guests were .Williamson, Carolyn Carroll,
Miss Barbara Campbell, Miss Evelyn Willie, Linda Roach,
Mallada Cochran, Mrs. Mi lapda , Ounhingliam. Mau. ..iltsimir4' Nesbitt- .Mts. Debbie Jane_
Outland,' and Mrs. .-E•thIgr Lets Rutland,
• Scarbrough. Mrs. Genella Kathryn Starks, Pat Dalton,
Nesbitt and Mrs. Carrie Nanc Bo ard, Pats Neale  
- —Jay ug
reception. Cooper.
Let's Stay Well Dr. F.J.L. BLASINGAM
Irregular Menstruation
In A Teenager
Q: Mrs. B.H. writes that
her 17-year-old daughter
began menstruating when
_ abc was 10 years old. Most
'of the time she menstru-
ates normally and regular-
ly.
However, several times
each year, including the
last 12 months, she misses
a period.
The mother wants Ur
know if such missed peri-
ods are abnormal.
A: Teenage girls miss
their periods occasionally.
Also, the amount of the
flow may vary considera-
bly at one period compared
to another. Young girls do
not ovulate ( produce an
egg ) each month, and this
irregular ovulation may be
thereasonfor the variation 
in her menses.
Naturally, young girls
who have an active sex life
and who may not be care-
ful about the use of _a_
contraceptive have every
mason to be concerned if a
period is missed, since ces-
sation of menstruation is
one of the signs of pregnan-
cy.
Medications can be
given to help regulate the
menstrual cycle, if neces-
-sary-
If your daughter is con-
Q: Mr. R. McD. wants to
know If rope jumping is a
satisfactory exercise. He
travels considerably in his
work and wants to use it as
a substitute for jogging
when he is away from
home.
A: Rope jumping is a
first-rate exercise and can
be substituted for jogging Scarbrough Family Ha
in your case. Ten to 15
minutes of rope jumping is 
H 
•
about equlvalent-to -a one- _e un i Ell Con9 is' eniermile jog, depending on the
speed with which you turn
the rope.
Socks and padded run-
ning shoes are preferable
so that the rope jumper
-will avoid undue stress on
the front part of the feet. It
also is better to choose a
soft surface, such as a rug,
rather than concrete on
which to jump rope to
lesson the sudden pressure









By Abigail Van Buren
1978 by Chicago Trrbun• N .r Nowil Syng
DEAR ABBY: In a recent letter to you, a person wrote, "I
am a Catholic and a Mason." stating further that Pope Paul
VI issued a ruling in 1974 which gave Catholics permission
to. join the Masonic Order: The letter was signed, A
CATHOLIC WHO IS ALSO A MASON. your comment was
simply, "Thank you. Now I know."
Abby, that Catholic is no longer a Catholic in good
standing in the church if he joined the Masonic order. Pope




DEAR CATHOLIC: Would you take the word of the Most
Reverend Fulton J. Sheen, titular archbishop of Newport?
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: It was a joy to hear from you a• nd I shall try
to answer the questiori submitted: "Can a Catholic become a
Mason and maintain his standing in the Catholic Church?"
Can a Catholic be a Mason? That depends. According to a
letter sent to the presidents of the various National Con-
ferences of Catholic Bishops by Cardinal Seper, Prefect of
the Vatican's Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the
-Faith,- dated July 18, 1974. membership by lay people in
Masonic groups is acceptable. provided the groups are not
actively hostile to the Church.
- Clerics, religious and members of Secular Institutes are
still' forbidden in every case to join any Masonic associa-
tions.
Although Canon 2335 of the current Code of Canon Law of
the Church continues to remain on the books, it is to be in-
terpreted in the light of the abovementioned.letter.
With warmest personal regards-God Love You!
Sincerely,
Fulton J Sheen
DEAR ABBY: I know a guy who is so conceited it's pitiful.
He carries a small mirror in his pocket along with his comb,
and every few minutes checks his hair and runs a comb
thrpugh it.
It think it's okay for a guy to be satisfied with his looks.
but don't you think he's overdoing it?
TURNED OFF
cerned, it might be a good
idea to have her examined
by a physician. A brief,
gentle rectal examination
oittie pelvic organs may
be all that is needed to
determine if they are nor-
mal.
Rope Jumping for Ex-
ercise
Rope-jinni:trig exercises
many-muscles and joints of
the lower and upper limbs
as well as those of the
trunk cif the body. '
Before a person who has
not been regularly exercis-
ing takes up rope jumping,
he or she should have a
checkup by a physician to
determine tolerance for
moderate exercise.-
Rope jumping has the
advantage that it can be
done indoors regardless of












The managing editor of "Ma-
demoiselle" uses these in-
gredients in a taseed salad to
make a refreshing change.
Torn baby leaf lettuce




Olive oil, red wine
vinegar, salt and pepper
Use about two-thirds lettuce
to one-third bean sprouts and
add the onion rings. Toss with
oil, vinegar, salt and pepper in
the proportions you prefer.
Usually 3 parts of oil to 1 part
of vinegar are used, but this
salad can take an extra splash
of the vinegar,
The descendants of Andrew
Allan Scarbrough and Molly
Cooper Scarbrough held their
annual family reunion on
Sunday, Oct. 1, at the Ellis
Community Center.
A potluck meal was served
at noon. During the afternoon
the group visited with one
another and took pictures with
Hugh Alexander as the
photographer.
Present were Mrs. Norma
Scarbrough Smith, Cedar Hill,
Tenn.; Keith Scarbrough
Venable, Cadiz; Lee A.
Scarbrough, Memphis, Tenn.;
W. C. McDaniels, Big Sandy,
Tenn.; !Enda Scarbrough,
Mabel Scarbrough, Helen
Scarbrough, and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Salmon, Paris, Tenn.;
-Mr. and Mrs. Max Oliver,
Kirksey; Mrs. Louise Pat-
• terson, Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
Mitchell and daughter, Dara,
•Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Patterson,
DEAR TURNED: A guy (or a gall who constantly pulls
out a mirror is dissatisfied with his (or hell looks. That's in-
security - not conceit.
DEAR ABBY: My bachelor brother recently passed away.
(We are five brothers and two sisters living.) Do you think it
was proper for the family te buy flowers for his funeral and
send the bill to his estate?
Well; that is what they did. I always thought that when
you buy flowers for a loved one it should come out of your
own pocketbook.
What do yoii make of this?
,
LIVING SISTER
DEAR SISTER: Buying flowers for • deceased loved one
and then billing his estate for his own flowers is about as
chintzy as one can get. It's a good thing your loved one
wasn't alive to witness such cheapness. It might have killed
him.
If you put off writing letters because you don't know
what to say, get Abby. booklet, "How to Write Letters
s -For All Occasions." Send $1 and • long, stamped 128 rental
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
white daisies and yellow -
mums sprigged throughout
with pink and blue snap-
dragons. Covers were laid for
thirty-five guests. Gifts were
presented to the wedding
party by the bridal couple.
Mrs. Jackie Shroat add Mrs.
Alma Gardner were hostesses
for the breakfast for the bride
and bridesmaids held at the
Boston Tea Party. The table
was centered with an
arrangement of white daisies.





The Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church met at the
church on October 12. Each
member brought,a dish and a
pot-luck dinner was served.
Mildred Harrison, teacher,
.was presented with an
engraved silver tray as a
going away gift from the
class.
Following the dinner a
business meeting was held
with the president, Kathryn
Starks, in charge. The
November meeting will be a
dinner at .the Colonial House
Smorgasbord, with husbands
invited.
Members present were as
Due Pre,-Chrisi Maa or-
dering. I will Ire rumble if) accept ordrrs









were Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Like, Terry Alexander, Danny
Alexander, Donna Heathcott,
Mr. and Mrs. Everrett Oliver,
Gordon Moody, Ted Delaney
and son, Teddy, and Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Madrey.
An afternoon guest was Art
Riunfelt of Muncie, Ind., a
long time friend of the
Scarbrough family.
A family history was
presented by Norma Scar-
brough Smith, prepared by
her sister, Billie Scarbrough
Lashbaugh of Tulsa, Okla,
who was unable to attend
because of illness. W. C.
McDaniel and Keith Scar-
brough Venable gave a report
on family genealogy.
The group agreed to meet
next year at the same place-en
the second Sunday in October.
Murrayans Ar- -
Dance Meeting
Mrs. Lyndia Cochran, Mrs.
Sandra Stom Adams, and Miss
Trina Nicks, local dance in-
structors, attended the annual
fall convention of the Southern
Association of Dance Masters'
held Oct. 28 and 79 at Mem-
phis, Tenn.
Charles Kelly,
choregrapher from New York
City, and Michael Simms,
ballet master of Stephens
College, Columbia, Mo., were
guest teachers.
Students from Murray at-
tending were Christine Spann,
Sherry Meadows, Leslie
Franklin, Vonnie Hays, Son)ia
Coats, and Rebecca Brock
who also participated in
student classes.
Also accompanying the
group were Mrs. Donald
Brock, Dale Cochran, and
Chad Cochran.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Harold Everett of Murray




Mrs. Thomas Lyles of
Murray Route Two has been a
patient at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mis Dawn Armstrong of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
BENTON PATIENT
Jackie McDaniel of Alm°
was dismissed Oct. 19 from




At Sirloin Stockade, lunch Is fast — or It's
frael Order any of our three'October lunch spe-cials, Monday thru Saturday, lf am to 4 pm. If it
isn't ready in 10 minutes. it's FREE?
a, -1.79
FOR IbUR CHOICE




AT LAST! An Organ
that everyone can play
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will sponsor a -haunted
house" at seven p.m. at the
church. This is free to the
public.
Watercolor Painting Classes
will start at Murray Art Guild
with Emily Wolfson as
teacher. Hours will be 1:30 to
4:30p.m.
_General _ meeting of
Christian Women's
Fellowship will ' 'ield at
seven p.rr CancenTZ' churcb
library with Mrs. C. C. Lowry
as guest speaker.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Health Center.
Kecreation for Senior
Citizens will be at Ellis Center
from six to nine p.m. Call 753-
0929 by three p.m. for tran-
sportation.
Dexter Senior Citizens will




Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the Ellis Community Center
with the lesson to be on "Pine
Cone Or Any Christmas
Decorations." Adelle Prit-
chard will be hostess.
Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Mission groups of Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at seven p.m.
•
Baptist Women, Baptist
g Women, and Aeteeess-
scheduled to meet at
rry Corner Baptist Church
at seven p.m.
Bowling for Senior Citizens





Church will have • ehureh
wide potluck sapper at six





Association will meet at First
Presbyterian Church' at twee.
p.m. and seven p.m. with,
program by Jan Hough,
registered dietitian. .
Nondenominational Bible
Study will be held at Seton
Hall, North 12th Street, at 7:30
p.m. Public invited and each
is asked to bring Bible.
Murray Women of the
MoOse will meet-id the-hxlge
hall at eight p.m. -
  Garden Departmcnt of
Murray Woman's Club will
have an open meeting with
program by Mrs. Cox of
Poppy Shoppe at 1:30 p.m.
Persons may bring dried
flowers to be arranged if 
desired.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by - the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., lesson on
macrame by Annette Late at
10:30 a.m., lunch at noon, and
band practice at one p.m.
Friday, November 3
Church Women United will
hold its World Community
Day program at the Martin's
Chapel United Methodist
Church at 7:30 p.m. with the
Rev. Dan Tucker as speaker.
Christmas Bazaar by Xi
Alpha Delta Chapter of-Bela
Sigma Phi will be at Com-
munity Room, Federal
--Savings and Loan, Seventh
and Main Streets, from six to
ninep.tn.
Craft Bazaar by Ladies
League, Inunanuel Lutheran
Church, will be at Calloway
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FOR WEDNESDAY,
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To finFl out what
the stars say, lead the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)-T-41----+
Anger could interfere with
your usual good judgment but
your keen sense of fair play
won't fail if you keep a clear
head.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) •--..ccp
• Don't let a member of the
younger generation drive you
up a wall. Remember you
were younger once too — and
things haven't changed all
that much.
GEMINI
t May 22 to June 21)
The less you say, the better,
especially where business
matters are concerned. Let
discretion be your watchword.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Take good care of yourself
today. A little extra pam-
pering is definitely indicated.
Spend the evening being good
to YOU. -
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)4
You are harboring
suspicions about a younger
person, but they are un-
founded. Your friend is
trustworthy and sincerely
interested in what's best for
• you.
VIRGO
nP(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) %
Your thoughts today will
turn on a happy chapter irt.
your past. Memo0e1 may -
Inspire you to nmire long
overdue lifestyle change.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) A
You're the topic of con-
, :relation and you should
be pleased: Good friends are
rez
NOVEMBER 1, 1978
comparing notes on your
charming personality.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) nt•
Family is uppermost in your
mind. A matter of concern is
working itself out, but it will
take more time. Not to worry.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )er
The old friend you've been
thinking about would love to
hear from you. Pick up the
telephone, and make that call
CAPRICORN
t Dec. n to Jan. 20) 14
A tendency to postpone
actions and decisions could
get in your way. 'Tadao the
project at hand without fur-
ther delay.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -'1°.'"
Your usually sunny charm
is on the cloudy side, but your
aggravation is for good
reason. Let it out, and clear
the air.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You are strongly attracted
to someone and don't know
what to do out it, Perhaps
it's time for you to speak your
mind.
)(C
YOU BORN TODAY are a
true Scorpio with the potential
to be an outstanding writer or
musician, a brilliant scientist,
trial lawyer or internist. You
tend to think and act quickly
and have a great deal of self-
assurance. You are in-
dependent and ex-
traordinarily self-reliant.
People enjoy your creativity,
lively imagination 'and
magnetic personality. Traits
to curb: a tendency to be
obstinate and overaggressive






EAR LANZ TRAVEL AGENCY
TOURS, CRUISES, MOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
All YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. lit'amemd
No Charge by es.




Mato Nouse OM k•
711 Main Una.
•
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by nine a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Coffees for Murray State
University Women's Society
will be held at the home of
Main .Read_ with
Gowans as eohostess from
9:30 to eleven a.m. and from
one to three p.m.
Golden Age Club is
scheduled to meet at the social
of the First United




Women will hold its first
meeting in Room 109, Carr
Health Building, Mulray State
University, at four p.m. This
is open to both students and
nap-studeuLs. anci_meu and
women.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the WOW Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Osmus
will be honored on their 35th
wedding anniversary with an
open house at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. John Cooper, Lynn
Grove, at two p.m.
ONE OF the best dressed couples at the Sonar-sliders
Square Dance Club held at the Woodmen of the World
Building on Saturday evening, Oct. U, was Pat and Carlee
Saylors of Murray. The club meets each second and fourth
Saturday evening at the WOW Hall.
Craft Bazaar -by—Ladies 
mmanuelOrder -Eastern StarLeague of I 
Lutheran Church will be held
.at Calloway Public Library Plans School Saturdayfrom nine a.m. to three p.m.
Christmas Bazaar by Xi a
Alpha Delta of Beta Sigma Phi bistrict 22 of the Order of
will be at Community Room,
Federal Savings and Loan,
Seventh and Main Streets,
from nine a.m. to twelve noon.
Youth Hayride of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
start at the church at. six p.m.
Garden -Depariment
Plans Open Meeting
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have an ?pen meeting on
Thursday, Nov. 2, at 1:30 p.m.
at the club house. .
Autumn Splendor" will be
the theme of the program to be
presented by Mrs. Cox of The
Poppy Shoppe. Members and
guests may bring dried
flowers to the meeting for
Mrs. Cox to assist them in
arranging, according to Mary




newspapers may be taken to
her home on West Main Street
for pickup by a truck on
Friday, Nov. 3.
Hosteses will be Lillian
Graves,. Edna Miller, Mary
Miller, Sally Livesay, Maude
Nance, and Artie Morris.
According to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, one fifth
of the money the average
American spends at supermar-
kets goes to non-food items.
the Eastern Star of Kentucky
will hold a School of
Instruction for all Members of
the Order of Eastern Star of
Kentucky on Saturday, Nov. 4,
at one p.m. at the Mayfield
High School, 700 Douthitt
Street, Mayfield.
The School will be con-
ducted by the Worthy Grand
Matron, Mrs. Mary Ann
Cates, of Mayfield, assisted by
the Worthy Grand Patron of
Kentucky, Bob McKinney, of
Madisonville.
Many Eastern Star Mem-
bers from Mayfield, Paducah,
Murray, as well as from all
over the State of Kentucky will
be attending. A luncheon wil1.
be served between 11:00 a.m.
and 12:15 p.m. at the
Amalgamated Union Hall, 212
East Water Street, Mayfield.
The day of Instruction will
be completed Sunday evening,
with a banquet, sponsored by
the Mayfield Chapter No. 443,
of the order of the Eastern
Star, at six p.m. and the
Inspection of the Mayfield
Chapter at 7:30 p.m.
All local members and the
out of town members have
been Invitedto attend a break-
fast on Sunday, Nov. 5, at
Bully's Restaurant, - at nirke
a.m. and church service at
11:00 a.m. at Spence Chapel.
Inspection of Alford
Chapter, on Monday, Nov. 6,
and of Milburn Chapter 488, on
Tuesday, Nov. 7 will climax a
busy Weell for Mil: Cates, who
resides in Mayfield, with her
husband, Bill.
Mrs. Margo Cromwell, of
Clinton, is the Deputy Grand
Matron of District 22, and Mr.
Eunice Henry, of Murray, is
the Deputy Grand Patron of
the District. They assist all of
the local chapters in various
meetings and functions during
the year.
Eastern Star of Kentucky is
made up of over 44,000
members, who have as their
projects this year the
promotion of Cancer Research
and will contribute thousands
of dollars this year JO this
project.
They will sponsor over 30
young men and, women in
religious training with
Scholarship grants in a
program known as ESTARL,
Eastern Star Training Awards
for Religious Training.
Completion of the Eastern
Star Home in Kentucky, a 30
bed Personal Care Home, for
Eastern Star. Members, in
Louisville, and making it debt
free ,is a project and goal of
Mrs. Cates and Mr. McKinney
this year.
The next School of
Instruction will be held on
Saturday, Nov. 11, at
Madisonville.
Down Concord  Way--
Writer Speaks Of Family
Reunions And Area Deaths
By Estelle Spioehand
Oct. 18, Ir8
During the lovely days of
autumn when skies are blue
and trees flaUnt their glorious
colors, and we read Ecc. 3:1,
"To._ everything there is a
season," it is hard to regard
the following words: "A time
Lobe born and a tithe to die."
But recent events have
proved timely by the text one
perfect Sunday chosen by the
Rev. Daniel Tucker at Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church. It was Matthew 24:44,
-Be ye also ready, for in such
an hour as ye think not, the
Son of Man cornett'."
A former Concorder, Sue
Coleman Bybee, 55, was killed
instantly th—iin Tintomobile
accident.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lovins'
bens---had—been--that- same
week the scene of a Blalock
reunion including Thurmans,




Celebrating A New Day" was
the theme of the program
presented at the October
meeting of the Salem Baptist
Church WMU held at the
church.
Molena Armstrong was in
charge of the program. She
was assisted by Glenda
Armstrong, Winnie Crouch,
Anna gel' Stone, Lottie
Sheridan, Jeapette Fain,
Martha Windsor, Oretha
Williams, Pauline Elkins, and
Estelle Blankenship.
The scripture from Psalms
147:1-11 was read by Martha
Windsor with prayer by
-Eleanor Miller. Also present
- was Beverly Overcast.
Bazaar Will
Be, Library
The Ladies League of
Immanuel Lutheran Church
will hold a Craft Bazaar on
Friday, Nov. 3 from nine a.m.
to five p.m., and Saturday,
Nov. 4 from nine a.m. to three









is now assoc:ated with their new Boutique.
fy a potluck dinner and
fellowship. Some came from
miles away as former Eunice
Blalock from Arkansas, Mrs.
Fred Blalock from Ivfichigan, -
anti former Corinne Thurman,
mother of dentist Dr. Joseph
Rezroat of Murray, who came
from near Louisville.
There were vacant chairs
that day.
The following Monday
Clifford Blalock who had just
built a new home near Um
Grove Church had planned a
vacation in the Great Smoky
Mountains with family
members.
But Clifford died suddenly
before starting that trip.
Daily we learn anew the
-truth of Proverbs-27:1! -Thou
knowest not what a day may
bring forth." '
Mr.  _Ansi_ Mrs. LlovsL
Spiceland of Dearborn, Mich.,
were in Calloway County for a
reunion with friends and
relatives, especially his ,,two
'sisters, Mrs. Cornelia Kirks
from Fort Worth, Texas, and
Mrs. Christine Dawson of
Cadiz, but Mrs. Lucile
Spiceland became seriously ill
at the old Harris homeplace
and spent part of her vacation
in the intensive care unit at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Maud Nance of Concorde=
also hospitalized.
The longer we live, the less
we understand.
Some are privileged to live
through all the seasons of life-
spring, summer, autumn, and
winter. Others are left here for
a little while only.
'Job asked in Chapter 7:1:
"Is there liot appointed time to
man upon earth?"
Modern man with all his
genius has not learned when
his appointed time will come,
nor with all his-wisdom his he
leartiento deny the certainty
of death, so the most im-
portant thing is to be ready.
MURRAY PATIENT
Charles Johnson of 1606
Wiswell Road, Murray, is a
patient in Room 211, Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
recently suffered a bowl
attack and was in the in-
tensive care unit of the
hospital, but is now in Rgom
211; however he is still unable
to have visitors.
PATIENT AT BENTON
William Darnell of Hardin
was dismissed Oct. 21 from
the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Jayna Keeling of Dexter
was dismissed Oct. 72 from






the program at the October
meeting of the Mattie Bell
Hays Circle of the First United
Methodist Church held at the
church.
Mrs. Adams gave excerpts
from the book, "Good Morning
Lord," and reviewed the book,





presented the slate of new
officers which was accepted
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-Gift Certificates To Be Given Away Daily
Drawing For Free
Peignoir Set To 11e Given Away
Sunday Nov. 5‘(
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Opinion Page
Letters To The Editor
Tribute To  A Professor -
Dear Editor -
There is a special need for unique
people, people who stand out in a
special way. A fee months ago I met
such a person Dr. Machree Ward. She
has that special something that says
111 go that extra mile.' I really. pi-
mire MSU for having such a concerned
and talented person on their staff.
Dr: Ward spends many hours on her
own time helping students such as
:nyself without receiving recognition. J
want to take this opportunity to thank
her for providing two special op-
partialities for me that -t—otberwtse-
would not have had.
Becoming a writer is a goal I have for
myself Taking Jesse Stuart's
workshop was a dream I had but was
unable to realize because of finances.
Dr. Ward saw to it that my tuition was
paid and I enrolled in two of the classes.
Another incident occurred when a
portion of my limited finances was
discontinued. With six children to
support, this was a severe blow. Dr.
Ward found out about my situation and
hired me as a student advisor
Dr. Ward gave me a chance,
believing in me despite my handicap
and providing me with opportunities no
one elseofferecl. There are really no
worth to express my sincere ap-
preciation so I'll just say "thank you"
to a fantastic lady.
Helen Hounshell
Concert Seating Limited
Letter to the Editor:
The Murray Civic Musk Association
is pleased over the enthusiastic at-
tendance at the Tuesday evening
performance of "The Sound Of Music."
Members who attended are to be
thanked for the patience and support
which they exhibitea. The cooperation
hum the representatives of the Murray
Fire Department is appreciated.
For the remaining Civic Music
Concerts of the season it is necessary
that seating be limited. However,
imembers of Murray Civic Music
"-Inside Report
Association and full time students of
Murray State University, which sup-
ports the series financially for that
purpose, will receive first priority
seating up to ten minutes before the
hour of performance.
Let me take this opportunity of ex-
pressing our gratitude to The Murray
Ledger and "'Imes for their enerous
support throughout our season.
Sincerely,
John C. Winter, President














Halloween Nowadays Can't Be
As Much Fun As It Used To Be
Is Halloween as Mich fun tinkY its ft-
used to be'
Jack Belote and I asked ourselves
this question the other day. and eame up
with this conclusion: No, It isn't. It
can't be.





COLUMBIA, S.C. — Old Strum
Thurmond -high on the White House hit.
List,•is""running way ahead of Jimmy
Carter's hand-picked candidate in a
vivid demonstration of the limits of
presidential political pow.
President Carter's political
lieutenants have bracketed Sens.
Thurmond, Jesse Helms of North
Carolina and John Tower of Texas as
Republicans of the "radical right" who
must make way for the new South.-
Promising all kinds of aid, the White
House enlisted one of the New South's
brightest faces: Harvard-educated
Charles ( Pug) Ravenel, who came
home to South Carolina from Wall
Street four years ago to win the
gnbernat orial nomination only to be
&led off the ballot because of residency
requirements.
• If the trend holds, the exercise of
presidential power will have failed.
Thurmond. first elected to the Senate as
a Demeitrat In a write-in 24 years ago,
tpis used the homely old technique of
eithstittieney service to L000ter
ideology, charisma and the White
House.
Business Mirror
The President's motives in pushing
„..E.tervenel against Thurmond were a little
clouded, centering on his private
commitment to Richard Riley, his
South Carolina campaign manager, for
governor in 1978. That meant pushing
Ravenel into the Senate race against
Thurmond so Riley could run for
governor.
The presidential effort included an
ardent pep talk to Ravenel from Vice
President Walter Mccadale in the White
House last year and a pledge that
Hamilton Jordan. chief presidential
aide, would provide uncommon
assistance. Jordan was the star at-
traction at two Ravenel fund-raisers,
one in Manhattan, one . here. The
president and his mother have both
campaigned for Ravenel.
So Ravenel bowed to White blouse
importuning, tadding one of the South's
most indestructible Political forces.
Thurmond won his first election here as
Edgefield County superintendent of
education in 1929 — six years before the
--43=yeat-olde ftweened--Was born. By
conventional standards, he ought to be
ripe for plucking on grounds of age and




NEW YORK (AP) — After 10 in-
Teases this year from a low of 7%
percent the prime rate is now more
-han 10 percent, but "money is indeed
heap inlhe Unites States," says Henry
Kaufman.
Ten percent is cheap? Why, 30 years
ago it was only 2 percent. And the
nighest prime in modern times was 12
percent Does • this fellow Kaufman
know of what he speaks'
He certainly does. When Henry
Kaufman talks about interest rates
everyone listens. Kaufman, partner in
the Salomon Brothers securities firm,
is an authority. Sometimes he is called
the a uthnrity.
Money Ls so cheap, he believes, that
despite rising rates we haven't seen
anything yet. And he so informed the
annual convention of the American
Bankers Association in Honolulu last
week.
"Credit markets are about to ex-
perience the most dramatic increase its
interest rates since the cyclical rise
began in late 1976," he told the bankers.
That's saying a lot, because the
prime rate, the lowest rate offered to a
bank's best corporate customers, was
only Pa percent back in December
1976. It already has riser sharply. Now,
says Kaufman, the rise might quicken.
So why does he say money is cheap at
more than 10 percent'
For one thing, because a lot of it is
being borrowed.
1011,f .PeraeSiale. and individual
borrowers -tiavelr$ departed-their
senses,- according to Kaufman. They
know the after-4u rate is much lower
The real .cost of money, Kaufman
said, is the difference between the
inflation and interest rates. In Ger-
many, for example, some loans cost
ea, inflation is Ve, and the real money
cost is 4 percent.
It doesn't take an involved
calculation, therefore, to determine
that in the United States, where the
Inflation and lending rates- nearly
match each other, the cost of a home
mortgage, for example, is low.
Consider, he asks, the financial
benefits since 1973 of purchasing and
financing the average price. new home.
In 1973 it sold at about $37,000, but by
this September the price had climbed to
$65,000.
Assuming a person in the 30 percent
tax beacket bought a home in January
1973, lie or she would have received a
one year net benefit of $1,100, or an 11.1
'oercent return on 1.quity after taxes,
said Kaufman.
For the person who bought at the
beginning of this year, the net benefit
after taxes end interest payments Was
63,800 or 21.3 percent through Sep-
tember.
Why? Primarily because the prices of
homes rose faster than the after-tax
cost of borrowed money, according to
Kaufman.
So, Kaufrnah states, money really
isol expensive yet, despite those high
interest rates, but it will twome so.
Eventually, he forecaser those in-
'tenet rates are going to rise hilik
enough- to5i-fally hurt Only then ap-
parently will borrowing be
di'' • t'''' It seems,
-•• a
the evolution of the South from the race
wars when Thurmort8 was the loudest
states' rights leader and an avowed
segregationist.
But Thurmond has neutralized both
issues. With a 33-year-old wife and four
children tinder 8, he seems immune to
the "senility issue." As for race,
Thiirmond has moved with the times,
building a formidable bridge to the
black community. He could double his
1972 black vote of 8 percent.
That bridge has been partly con-
structed by Torn Moss, Thurmond's
black political ace, and partly by clever
constituency service. Watching
Thurmond campaign last week, we saw
many constituents on that bridge.
"Why will I vote for Thurmond?" a
black Methodist clergyman from-
McCormick, S. C., said. "My boy got
burned real bad 11 years ago and Sen.
Thurmond had him carried to a hospital
in Cincinnati. It saved his life." That
special plane belonged to the U. S. Air
Force, a constituent service not
available to every senate but well
within the gift of Thurmolid, who has
been on the Senate Armed Services
Committee for 19 years.
Voters of both races flock to Thur-
mond, who has helped a surprising
number during his 49 years of elective
office. To one woman he said: "How
many children does Gladys have now?
You haven't forgotten I offered her
oldest an appointment to the military
academy." In a random chat with four
law students at the University of South
carolina law school, where Thurmond
bias about to speak, we found three
former "interns" in Thurmond's
Senate office_
That may explain the findings by
Thurmond's pollster Arthur
Finklestein: a favorable rating of 72
percent (more than twice Ravenel '5);
an almost 24o4 edge over Ravenel on
who would better handle economic,
environmental and education issues; a
  better than 10-to-1 negative response to
the question whether Thurmond is a "a
racist".
Against such polling data, any
Democrat might find Thurmond a
tough nut to crack. Ravenel, though
feisty, asticulate and highly attractive,
carries an extra political burden from
his conduct after being removed from
the ballot in WM He refused to bless
any other Democrat for the job (telling
us it would have been "hypocritical" in
view of his anti-establishment cam-
paign). In the end, he grudgingly said
he would vote for his' defeated
Democratic primary opponent; a
Republican was elected, and Ravenel
was blamed.
Now he needs the Democratic
establishment, but it is treating him as
cavalierlY as he treated it. Lacking
both the establishment's help and the
excitement of his 1974 upstart bid,
Ravenel must pray for sonic sudden
slip by Thurmond showing mental,'
.—Ctinfustairdee to age;. lfglftinliing the
"aenility. Issue." That' Ls beyond the
power of The White House to bestow, no
matter how- bs(ly It wants to get rid of
Jack and I were spawned and grew
up out on West Broadway in Mayfield,
and we have some great Halloween
memories. No one had ever heard of or
thought of getting all dressed ujag'
around knocking on door1fliolding
out a bag of candy. No one would have
had any candy to give away if we had.
Folks could barely put food on the table,
much less have candy to give away to a
bunch of spooks.
Nowadays, a lot of egg throwing
seems to accompany Halloween, but
not then. Eggs, even at 15 cents a dozen,
were hard to come by.. If you had'em,
you ate 'ern. -
I couldn't help but be reminded of this
the other day on my early morning
walk. Someone, or.ones„, had splattered
the sidewalk in front of Cherry's
downtown store with eggs. There must
have been a dozen or more smashed
there. Such a useless, sinful waste and
mess.
44+44+
The big thing at Halloween in.
Mayfield in our day was to get dressed
up in some outlandish costume so no
one would recognize you and go
downtown to parade along the sidewalk
, around the court square. There would
be hundreds of others doing the same
thing. The sidewalk would be jammed.
Others would come only to watch and
guess, coming to town well before dark
to get a parking place on the square. My
folks preferred the west side along
where Lindsey's jewelry store still is.
"Then as the parade of costumed
-tharacters streamed_kmAilowing in 
both directions, the game was to see
how many you could recognize. Some of
the town's most prominent people
regularly joined in the fun.
Jack contends we were "meaner than
that," though, and spent our time
spooking people by hooking long wires
to their window screens and rattling
them; soaping up car and store win-
dows; hanging porch swings and lawn
furniture from climber spikes on utility
poles and even going so far as erecting
a barricade across the entrance to the
Mayfield Country Club.
The "meanest" thing to which I can
confess was letting the air out of all four
of a neighbor's tires one Halloween. We
knew he always made a mad, last-
minute, das6 to the post office every
night about 8:45, just before the place
closed.
On this particular Halloween, we
'.Jack sari he wasn't in on this) stuck
match sticks in the valves of this
fellow's tires and within minutes they
had hissed flat. Then we hid in nearby
hedges to see what happened.
We didn't have to wait long before out
he rushed and jumped into his car, not
noticing the flat tires. Starting the
engine, and putting the gears in
revetse, he realized that the car
wouldn't move. They won't with all
tires flat. Then he got out and saw his
problem.
Needless to say, he was fit to be tied!--
Wow, he was mad, and . angrily
proclaimed into the night his avowed
intentions of lynching every kid in the
neighborhood.
No soldier ever hugged the ground
closer or lay quieter in the presence of
the 'enemy than did our wild-eyed,
trembling group that night When he
finally went raging into his
were up and off with the speed of light.
To our knowledge, he "never knew •
exactly who the pranksters were, but no
doubt he had strong — and most Ilkley
quite accurate — suspicions.
Bible Thought
++++++-
The Halloween evening in 1956 when
our Jeffrey was born, I accidently and
unintentionally frightened a little fellow
out of his wits when he came trick or
treatin' to our door.
We were living in Alexandria, Va., at
the time, and next door lived an Air
Force colonel and his family, one of
whom was a fun-loving daughter of
---about 15 or 16 and with whom we kidded
around a lot.
As the "trick or treat" parade wore
on during the evening and from our
darkened living room I thought I saw
this little girl and another coming
across out lawn toward the front door.
"Ah!" I thought, "I'll give them a good
scare." Hastily pulling a hideous, head-
covering mask' over my head and
flinging an old sheet around my
shoulders I braced for the door bell.
Sure enough, within a minute or so, it
rang, and slowly I opened the door and
stuck my head out into the light of the
porch lamp, I asked in a deep, ghoulish,
grave-yardish vcice, "Ye-ess-s-s?"
Instead of my little neighbor and her
girl friend being there on the porch,
there stood in the softness of the door
light a little fellow about three years old
in a clown costume, his trick or treat
bag et his side.
I mustehave made a horrible sight,
because he let out a shriek, threw his
bag of goodies up into the air and ran
terrified and crying into the arms of his
father who was waiting at the curb.
It twit Some repeated apologies and
much explaining to convince the father
That he shouldn't give me a good-licking
for scaring his little fellow like that. He
thought I was some kind of a nut, and I
suppose I was on some of those
Halloweens.
7„ut they were fun.
But he willing to Justify himself,
'said, 'lad **ha fe 'my neighbor
Luke tfirli.
A popular but foolish pastime is to try '




Kathy Stubblefield, student at
Calloway County High School and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe
Stubblefield, spoke on "Loyalty To The
'Government and to Ourselves" at the
fall district meeting of the West Ken-
tucky Educational Secretaries
Association held at Holiday Inn,
Murray, yesterday.
Deaths reported include Dale Sirls,
Mrs. Hendricks (Lottie) Biirkeen, 72,
Jack LeNeave, Mrs. John Howard
(Helen) Simmons, and Hiram Yandle
Bean. ,
The Rev, Walter Hill, tot-met Nita-
of the !Orkney- Methodist Church, will
speak at the church's homecoming on
-...„.nov. 3.
—"*. Births reported include a "boy, Tony
Dean, to Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Cherry
on Oct. 25.
Pork roast is advertised at cents
per pound in the ad for Co011erilartin
this week.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre are "A Fistful of Dollars"
starring ---Clith-,-Fsaiitweed- end, --Barrii
users."
20 Years Ago
Flight "C" the local Air Force
Reserve Flight, has been selected as
the outstanding specialized training
flight in the 9563rd Air Reserve
Squadron. Members include Bud l E.
Stalls, James B. Byrn, Roy C. Starks,
Roy E. Hale, W. H. Solomon, Jr., Ray
D. Colley, Solon P. Darnell, Jack E.
Davenport, Charles r. Church, Melvin
Henley, Mark W. Mahan, and Walter T.
Schroeder.
Army Pvt. Robert J. Sanders, son of
Mrs. Ethel Sanders of Dexter Route
One, is serving with 552nd Missile
Battalion in Germany.
Pvt. James L Chapman, son of Mrs,
Juanita Chapman of Kirksey, has
completed the artillery tracked vehicle
maintenance course at the Army
Artillery and Missile School, Fort Sill,
Okla.
A statewide project is underway to
obtain a large number of Ocean Stripe
bass which will be released in Kentucky
Lake,
Dr. W. F. Steely apo_ Ike at the meeting
of the Murray Lions Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
30 Years Ago
The Kentucky Democratic
Headquarters said today the Alben W.
Barkley Motorcade will arrive in
Murray tomorrow at 9:30 a.m. He is the
Democratic nominee for vice-president
of the United States.
Murray State College beat Tennessee
Tech in the 16th annual homecoming at •
Murray State- Collette. Polly Tucker
reigned as football queen with Betty
Thompson and Mona Geveden as at-
tendants.
Bro. G. C. Bucy will preach Sunday at
the Union Grove Church of Christ.
The Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held its annual card
party honoring the student veterans'
wives from Murray State College on
Oct. 28 at the club house.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"River Lady" starring Yvonne
DeCario, Dan Duryea, Rod Camerson,
and Helena Carter.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 31, the 304th
day of 1978. There are 61 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1517, Martin Luther
nailed his 95 theses on the chapel door
at Castle Church in Wittenberg, Ger-
many.
On this date:
In 1674, Dutch forces evacuated what
is now New York City.
In 1864, Nevada became the. 36th
state.
In 1955, Britain's Princess Margaret
said in a radio broadcast: "I would like
it to be known that I have decided not to
marry Group Captain Peter Town-
send."
In 1956, Britain and France bombed
Egypt in the Suez War between Egypt
and Israel.
In 1959, a former U.S. marine, Lee
Harvey Oswald, told newsmen in
Moscow he never would return to the
United States.
4n 1963, a general, Nguyen Van Thieu,
was sworn in as president of South
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Vietnam.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon
Johnson ordered a halt to all American
air, naval and artillery bombardment
of North Vietnam, saying he hoped the
action would lead to fruitful peace
negotiations.
Five years ago: Three members of
the outlawed Irish Republican Army
escaped from a Dublin prison in a
hijacked helicopter that landed in the
prison yard.
One year ago: Former CIA Director
Richard Helms pleaded no contest to
charges he had failed no testify fully
and accurately before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.
Today's birthdays: U.S. Attorney
General Griffin Bell is 60 years old.
Actress Barbara Bel Geddes is 56.
Former King of Cambodia Norodom
Sihanouk is 56. Broadcaster Dan
Rather is 47.
Thought- for today: "All things come
to him who waits — provided he knows
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Here's the Answer gEJ
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeaturea
Q.-- Every once m a white, I
see where one of your readers
tells you about some pet meth-
od of refinishing wood. What I
want is to see whether you can
help me remember my late
grandfather's pet way of get-
ting an antique finish on wood.
All I can remember is that he
mixed some kind of powder
with water, then applied it with
a sponge. I don't recall him
ever rubbing down the wood. I
hope I have given you enough
irdormation to discover what it
was he used, but that's sill
krift*, T was only 7 or 8
years old when I used to watch
4rn in his workshop.
A. - There is no way to be
sure, since wood finishers of
years ago used several differ-
ent types of chemicals to
achieve antique finishes. The
beat ip leo. Sot is that rim. grim&
father used potassium per-
manganate powder. One part of
it is mixed with 10 parts of wa-
ter to produce. a- chemical
change in the 9/00d. A word ot
caution, however. Anything
strong enough to affect wood
that much is also strong enough
to cause severe burns to the
skin. Be sure to take the same
safety precautions as when us-
ing any acid. •
Q. - We have a coffee table
which has a badly marred top,
including several gouges. The
table is structurally sound, and
I hate to dispose of it. Do you
think it can be fixed?
A. - No way to tell that from
your brief description, but it
seems likely that it would be
almost impossible to restore it.
You probably would be better
off to put a new surfacing on it.
Than are a aurnber of mate-
rials which would give.you al-
most any kind of effect you
wish, including plastic lariunate
and plastic-surfaced hardboard
and plywood. See what your lo-
cal lumber yard or building
supply dealer has in atock, askabout the practicality of apply-
ing it yourself and compare
prices. In that way, you can
make an intelligent choice with-
out following mine or anyone
else's recommendation.
Q. - In repairing thelnerter
between some of the bricks in
the wall along our driveway,
tines all of the old mortar have
to be removed? If so, it seems
like a monumental job and not
much easier than replacing the
bricks themselves.
A. - If all the old mortar
had to be removed, your
analysis of the difficulty of the
project would be correctliut it
4 -necessary orily-k, chip out
the mortar which is starting to
crumble. You must work care-
fully so as not to loosen the
still-solid mortar_ The_Istose
mortar can be taken out with
anything handy, such as an old
screwdriver, but if there are 30
or 40 bricks to be done, you
probably are better off to buy a
tool iruide especially for this
purpose.
(Repairing brickwork, con-
crete, plaster and wood veneer,
as well as correcting sweating
windows and walls, are among
the subjects in Andy Lang's
handbook, -Practical Home Re-
pairs," available by sending
$1.50 to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666. Ques-
tions of general interest will be
answered in the column, but in-
dividual correspondence cannot
be undertaken.
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FEATURING AN ALL-BRICK exterior front, with brick quoins and an arched brick en-trance, this colonial "Williamsburg Style" two-story house offers fireplaces in both theliving and family rooms. Its foyer has an open well to the second floor and attractive "L"Star. The second floor, which has 1,131 square feet, has four bedrooms, two full baths,three walk-in closets and a compartmented hall bath. The first floor has 1,150 square feet.For more information on Plan HA1063A, write-enclosing a stamped, self-addressedenvelope-to Jerold L. Axelrod, 275 Broadhollow Road, Melville, N.Y., 11746.
Saving Time And Energy
For the do-it-yourselfer, the
question has always been: How
can the job be done quickly
and without an exorbitant ex-
penditure of energy?
According to Robert • Cin-
cotta, a New York City con-
tract% who works in homes on
Long Island and throughout
the city, maintaining a well-
stocked tool chest is the key.
Among the worksavers he has
found valuable to his trade is
the staple gun.
"The staple gun", Cincotta
said recently in his workshop
in Queens, "Is simple to. use.
Isn't bulky, and cuts out much
of the time one would spend
hammering nails. This is a
one-h•nd operation allowing
use Of the other hand for
balance. Some models, such as
the Hammer Tacker by Arrow,
can save up to half the work-
ing time: with one quick blow
of the Tacker you've accom-
plished the siune as you would
by taking a nail in your hand,
holding it between your fin-
gers, and then banging on it
two or three times with a ham-
mer. It drives home a staple
with each blow."
Cincotta also claimed that
the Hammer Tacker is especl-
cii
For such tasks as installing ceiling tile. the T-50 staple runis beneficial because only one hand is needed for operation. Boththe T-50 and the Hammer Tacker staple guns are helpful work-savers found in the tool chests of many home do-it-yourselfersand contractor*.
ally useful for installing roof
shingles and roofing paper,
and added, "It's design is dur-'
able enougbi to allow for strik-
ing without jamming, yet its
lightweight construction re-
lieves your arm of the tired-
ness which usually occurs after
hours of hammering'. Cin-
cotta recommended that staple
guns be used wherever ham-
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HESITATION CAN BE COSTLY
Once you put real estate on the market, yotrshave
to make up yourmind to move when the right offer
comes. Your asking price should come pretty close
to your selling price if you have priced your proper-
ty realistically. The right offer may be your first offer,
and if you turn it down, you may never get another
as good.
However, the offer should be a written one - the
only kind that has any real significance and on
which you can depend. ,
Just remember that a legitimate offer should be
accompanied by a good-sired check depending on
the selling price. Never accept a verbal promise and
take your property off the market. The next day, a
good sale may be lost if you are tied up in this type
of questionable trarkaction. You'll- never have to
worry about this situatiori aritittg if the Sale of your
Property is in the hands of a R('alty.
JOHN SMITH, REALTOR




the materials involved, such as
ceiling tile, and where preci-
IsiOn stapling is needed.
"In the old days", he said,
Ceiling tiles would be installed
by hammering nails into them,
and you'd wind up chipping
quite a few of them. But with
a staple gun such as the T-50.
the tile can be install0 quickly
and safely, and special' attach-
ments can be bought for the
gun to make the job--even-
Such an attachment Is a
unique Piggyback slip-on
clamp created to piggyback
one staple over another, thus
locking the ceiling tile securely
to gypsum wallboard or lath.
"I've always used the Piggy-
back for securing screen win-
dows and doors", Cincotta
said, "Because it gives extra
support to the screening, and
again does the job very
quickly."
Cincotta warned, however,
that the proper gun be used
for the job at hand. "I only
use the Hammer Tacker, for
example, when the jog. requires
more speed than accuracy. For
jobs such as installing home
burglar and fire alarms, wfilch
are now very popular in New
York and on Long Island, I
use a model designed specifi-
cally for wire installation, such
as the Arrow T-25. The T-25
shoots a . rounded k. inch
crown staple which 'hugs'. the
wires so they are securely fas-
tened and neatly hidden out
of view. Without a model like
this one the wtre-Sould become
loose and dangerms, piercing
the insulation and possibly
causing a. .icort circuit. There
can be some nasty results if
kids run through the house
and trip over the wire"
As with any other tool, good
care must be taken of the gun.
Though an Arrow staple gun
Is equipped with anti-jamming
inechanisrns, best results will
'be produced if the internal
mechanisms are checked peri-
odically-for clillness. As dirt
auumulates de the gun.
the possibility of jamming
Increases,.
"Many people only cheek
their staple gun after it's
jammed", Cincotta concluded
"Better care could save them
a lot of aggravation."
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Home Hints
A Checklist For Fire Prevention
Don't Let Negligence 'Byrn' You
Fall is clean-up time, and
while you're putting away the
yard tools for another year,
storing the house paint, and
'cleaning out that store room,
a quick inspection of your
house or apartment can help
secure against fires.
Patrick Genovese,loas con-
trol property manager at CNA
Insurance, outlines some prac-
tices and procedures to avoid
needless risks that result In
the loss of $2% billion worth
of American property each
year. If you can answer "yes"
to these questions, your dwell-
ing will have a much better
chance of being void of fire
hazards.
• Have you stored rags
with paint, thinners, or other
flammable liquids on them
in tightly closed metal con-
tainers?
• Did you have your
furnace, hot water heater,
and chimney serviced and
inspected?
• Have you cleared out
taila of old par. .nd oaf
rags which may have collected
in your store room, basement
or garage?
A Did you check all elec-
trical outlets to be sure they
are not overloaded?
• Are the gas for your
Something new!
Their modular construc-
tion lets Solar Diodes be used
in homes, apartment houses,
office buildings and even fac-
tories; they can be put on
walls as well as roofs.
With slight variations,
Solar Diodes can heat, ser-
vice hot water and even help
cool your house. So you see,
there is something new under
the sun.
Designer Says Bed, Bath Neglected
By ELAINE Q. BARROW
AP Newsfeatures
To most Americans, what can
be more functional than the
bathroom or the bedroom? A
British specialist deplores rele-
gating these rooms m stark
utilitarianism......-
He advocates that they . be-come soothing sanctuaries.
An apartment dweller or
homeowner, Terence Conran in-
sists, needn't be a film star or
an Asian potentate to create a
haven in these intimate areas.
-They are the most private.
rooms in the home and often
the most neglected," says Con-
ran, a designer, author and
owner of a furniture complex in
New York City as well as 31
supermarket-type stores in
Europe.
""Ifiey are rooms in whiCh we
should be able to relax and feel
totally at ease with ourselves
and our surroundings."
Conran is so fervent he has
published a 360-page encyclo-
pedia-like book with 700 color
illustrations on bath and bed
rooms and their accoutrements.
Practical hints are balanced
with esoteric detail, and the
history of bathing and bedding -
Is traced - even the fundamen-




sored by the Federal Energy
Research and Development
Administration, indicate that
a Solar Diode heating system
would be 30 to 50 percent
cheaper than conventional
solar systems.
In simple terms, a Solar
Diode is a panel filled with
water. The panel collects
heat from the sun on its front
side, stores it and supplies
warmth to a building via the
back side.
The sun's energy not only
heats the water but also
pumps it to the panel's stor-
age teaks. No electricity is
needed; the subtle forces of
natural convection carry the
heat to where it's stored.
An 'ingenious valve pre-
vents these same natural
convection forces from re-
versing their action and leak-
ing out the precious solar
heat at night. The valve—
about the size of a thermos
bottle-has no moving parts
to bind or corrode.
"When you plan your bed-
room or bathroom," he says,
"one of the first things you ask
yourself is, 'What will it look
like in the end?' Unless you
have a clear picture before you.
start, you could end up with a
hodgepodge of compromise."
To underscore his views, Con-
ran submits diagrams analyz-
ing the key elements of many
types of rooms and offers ad-
vice on the chief needs - high-
lighting the advantages and dis-
guising the disadvantages.
The application to rooms of
awkward shapes may be the
most helpful chapters to the av-
erage homemaker. It suggests
space you might not have con-
sidered to accommodate a
needed toilet or bathtub; find-
ing an unexpected area for
storage and innovative mewls,
for using-it. The book also. in- -
eludes the seldom treated sub-
ject of ,designing a room for the
elderly or diaabled.
Optical effects of decorating
are inspired, too. An xample
is a child's room in which a
wall radiator intrudes. The
metal structure is minimized
when its sheep's head on one
end and wooly rump on the ottE_
er are actually part of a mural
painted on the wall behind it of
sheep grazing in a meadow.
Perhaps the most ingenious
use of extreinelP limited space
is. the way a bath was installed
in a room scarcely wider than
its entrance. The tub was sun  
ken. It is covered by floor
planks, hinged to raise upward
like a trap door when the tub is
used.
Hints on how to find extra
storage space in bathrooms are
inexpensite as well as prac-
tical: high level shelves; plas-
tic-coated wire baskets hung on
the wall to contain the clutter
ranging from wash cloths to
spare bars of soap; accessories
tucked away in a strip of can-
vas pockets or clear plastic
pockets.
As an alternative to sophis-
tkated, fitted 'furniture for
bathroom storage, Conran sug-
gests inexpensive; mix-and-
match, plastic modular units -
for a host of odds and ends.
He also suggests homemak-
ers not overlook the value of
kitchen and living-room pieces
in the bathroom. He cites kitrh-
en cabinets and cane or pine
shell racks. A row of cup_books
screwed into the underside of a
shelf can hold face cloths and
toothbrush mugs. A mobile
makeup station can be pro-
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ing plastic containers with
sr • p-on lids.
The book's illustrations depict
styles suiting country cottages,
modern homes and apaetments,
• modish town houses, plus high-
ly imaginative treattnents of a
studio apartment. Detail covers
romantic period pieces, Holly-
wood glamour and even the bi-
zarie and sensual, including a
"Sdduction Den."
Although the book presents
some sybaritic suggestions -
even a few downright Playboy-
type illustrations - Conran
never -abandons homey prac-
ticalities: Among them he of-
fers suggestions on wash cloths
- British translation, "face
cloths." They should be boiled
at least once a week in water
with a few drops of vinegar, he
says, panting out that cloths
that have become shiny with
. soap should be soaked over-
night in a solution of water and
white vinegar.
Conran refrains from cham-
pioning any one particular style
for decorating the bath and
bedroom. But his personal
haven, situated in a huge Geor-
gian farmhouse in England, is
--a bath with a fireplace, sofa,
-writing table with chair, and
several paintings. The focal
point is an old-fashioned footed
bathtub set on a marble slab.
I The Bed and Bath Book is
published by Crown Publishers
Inc., One Park Ave., N.Y., N.Y.
10016.)
lawn mower and the starter
for your barbecue stored
safely°
• Have you installed
smoke detectors on the ceiling
or walls of hallways outside
bedrooms to warn you if a
fire should start while your
family is sleeping?
CNA tip: Check whether
your homeowner. insurance
offers a premium discount for
smoke detectorkproperly in-
stalled and maintained.
• Do your gas and electri-
cal appliances bear the seals
of the Ameriean Gat; Al:ace-la.
tion or the Underwriters Lab-
oratories?
• Do your chafing dishes
have metal trays underneath
them to catch alcohol over-
flow?
• When you leave a room,
do you extinguish burning can-
dles or take them with you?
- • Do you empty ashtrays
into a metal container, such
as a coffee can, rather than
into wastebasket.?
• Do you always use a
spark screen when burning
wood in your fireplace and
make certain that the damper
is open as long as the tire
burns or smoulders?
• Do you steep with bed-
room doors closed? Is there a
flashlight with spare batteries
• in eeeh tiedvooni?
• Do you have fire ex-.-.
tinguishers in the kitchen and
other areas of ypur home
which are vulneratilt to fire?
Do all your family members
know how to use them?
• Do you have an 4scape
plan and hold regular drills so
that everyone in your house-
hold knows what to do in
case of fire? Have you planned
alternate escape routes from
all bedrooms° Do you have at
designated assembly point
well away from the house
where all family members will
meet for "roll call"? Does
everyone know that they meet 
not re-enter the building?
• Does every member of
your household, including
your baby sitters, know how
to notify the fire department?
Taking precautions against
fires is easy. Spends few min-
utes now to prevent a disaster
in your home.







• Fairfield ... a popular random
brick design for a touch of class
• A no-wa?( Shiny! Viny16-floor
• Cushioned for comfort, warmth
& quiet
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DWV, Copper, Styrene,,i
CPVC, Sweat Copper
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Trinity On Top In AAAA;
Mayfield Retains 2A Lead
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON - There was
some nunor reshuffling in
State AAA, but most ranked
teams held their ground this
week in The Associated Press'
Kentucky high school football
poll released today.
Newport Catholic, 7-3, was
-the only major upsetvictim;
slipping from third to fifth in






and Paintsville continued to
dominate their respective
classes in balloting by a panel
of sportswriters and tireas
casters.
Trinity, 9-1, was a
unanimous No. 1 choice this
week in Jefferson County
AAAA after romping past
Waggener 35-7.
Second-ranked St. Xavier, 9-
1, held its position after
shutting . out Manual 28-0.
Third-ranked Bishop David, 8-
Free
2, kept pace by. defeating
Valley 274. Ballard, 8-2,
stayed at No. 4 with a 32-13
decision over Thomas Jef-
ferson. Fern Creek, 8-2,
remained at No. 5 after edging
Iroquois 15-14.
Undefeated Henry Clay
chalked up its ninth victory,
14-6 over Louisville Stuart,
and was a runaway favorite In
State AAAA.
Bowling Green, 8-1, pounded
Hopkinsville 26-7 and retained
the No. 2 position. Greenup
County, 8-1-1, tied for third
last week, edged AAA power
Russell 15-14 and took sole
possession of No. 3. Christian
County, 8-1, did not play and
fell into fourth place.
Lexington Lafayette, 6-2, also .
had the week off, but held onto
fifth place.
Breathitt County, 11-0,
rolled over Cawood 30-6 and
was a landslide favorite in the
State AAA rankings for the
second straight week.
Russell, 7-3, retained the
runner-up spot despite its loss
to Greenup County.
Highlands, 7-2, moved frixn
fourth to third after blitging
Conner 26-0. Meade- County
lifted its record to 6-2 with a
34-0 rout of Nelson County and




County 14-12 for its ninth
victory, and again dominated
balloting in State AA.
Corbin, 9-0, ground out a 9-6
victory over Lexington Tates
Creek of State AAAA and
remained the runner-up.
Heath, 8-1, pummeled
Reidland 35-0 and was a solid
No. 3 choice. Fourth-ranked
Somerset, 6-3, defeated Laurel
County-3VA- -PlftlFeiniked"
Glasgow, 6-2, kept pace by
outduelmg Russell County 16-
8.
Second-ranked Fulton City,
also 8-0, rolled past
Russellville 26-18. Richmond
Madison raised its record to 7-
3 with an 18-7 victory over
Paris and remained in third
place. Fourthranked Tom-
pkinsville rapped Camp-
bellsville 14-6 to raise its
record to 9-1. Hancock County,
8-2, again held the No. 5 spot
alter thumping Breckinridge
County2S4.
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Players Seek Cool Salaries In Baseball Draft
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK - Major
league baseball passed the
first plateau in the re-entry-
draft mechanism at midnight
Monday, the deadline for
clubs to sign players who
would otherwise be eligible for
Friday's draft. pitcher Larry Gura of Um
Any player not signed-1w= H----irsentVittrity- Royals, whosel&-'
that deadline now moves into l'ilecord and 2.72 earned run
a three-day frozen period avetage in 1978 made him one..
during which he cannot sign of the more appealing names
with his old club, in the list of draft eligibles.
The next deadline comes at
Wednesday midnight by which
time players eligible for the
draft - six-year veterans who
are unsigned for 1979 - must
declare their intention to
participate in the free agent
grab bag.
•
rejected a final contract offer
from his old club Monday and
also moved officially into the
free agent Market.
He was joined by two
veteran players, pitcher Dave
Roberts of the Chicago Cubs
and infielder Bud Harrelson of
the Philadelphia Phillies, who
notified the Major League
Players Association on
Monday that they would file
for free agency and wanted
their names included in the re-
The Cowboys celebhted their perfect 6-0 season in the Murray Middle intramural football league
with a pizza party Monday night. Members of the team are: Mark Boggess, Roger Dunn, Harry
Weatherly, Rithie Page, Tommy Whitlow, David Snow, Bred Nesome, Joe lotto, Glen Olsen, Cory
Nubbs, Dwane Gammons, Jamie Johnson, Mike Pratt, Kurt Kessler, John Wells and Garbriel
Amos. The team was coached by Gory Naverstock, Van Haverstock and Ronnie Dunn. Other
teams in the league end their records were the Dolphins, 4-2; Broncos, 2-4; and Stealers, 0-6.
SECOND PRODUCTION SALE -
Deer Creek Farms
Registered Polled Herefords
No‘errber 8, 1978 12:30_P.M.
The Get and Service Of The
Following Great Sires
Will Be Featured:
EBG Victor 283 111H
CMRP-erfect Victor 31





EBG Victor 4017 113H
EBG Victor 373 124B
1uncillerre4ist44 7410 kithaftats=-
W. Keith [Smears, Owner
elbert Stillman, Owner
Route 9, Marion, Kentucky
entry draft. Roberts was 6-8
with a 5.26 earned run average
in 35 games with the Cubs last
season while Harrelson batted,
.214 in 71 games for the
Phillies.
Three other players were
withdrqwn from the li4k of
eligibles after signing Tiew
contracts. They were catcher
Terry Humphrey, who
reached terms with the
California Angels; catcher
Buck Martinez, who signed a
multi-year contract with the
Milwaukee Brewers, and
veteran utilitymari Jesus
Alou, who signed with the
Houston Astros.
With the addition of Gura,
Roberts and Harrelson, the
list of players set for the draft
now numbers 43. It could be
eipanded by Friday,
depending on the decisions of
about a dozen players who
have until midnight Wed-
nesday to declare their in-
tentions.
The two deadlines do not
affect unsigned players who
are not interested in  filing for
free agency. An eligible
player who has not signed and
who does not notify baseball
officials of his desire to par-
ticipate in the draft, merely
retains his unsigned status
through the draft and then
may resume negotiations with
his club once the frozen period
ends.
The draft class already
includes several veteran
players such as Cincinnati
third baseman Pete Rose, and
pitchers Luis Tiant of the
Boston Red Sox and Tommy
John of the Los Angeles
Doagers. John, 35, is the
youngest of that trio.
A Racer Makin His Marq-uess
Murray State tackle Owck Marquess brings down Eastern Kentucky quarterbisck Chris Issoc as the Racers' David Reclean wat-
ches. Eastern Kentucky rallied to whip Murray 24-21 last week. The Racers travel to Austin Peay for a 1:30 p.m. Ohio Valley Con-
ference game Saturday. Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
Former Barkeep Tim Mazzetti
Boots Five FGs For Falcon Win
By TOM SALADINO
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA - Tim Mazzetti,
- -unknown barkeep- in a
Philadelphia pub three weeks
ago, can't believe what's
happened to him since he




Especially after the 23-
yearold placekicker booted
five field goals Monday night
to power the Falcons to a 15-7
National Football League
victory over the Los Angeles
Rams in. the nationally -
televised game.
"Mazzetti is justisuper. He's
the difference now," said
defensive end Jeff Merrow.
"He's really been a great lift
for us."
Fired by a crowd of 57,250,
the Atlanta defense blocked a
-punt, intercepted two Pat
Haden passes, stopped a
fourthdown Los Angeles
gamble at midfield and
recovered a fumble, with each
big play preceeding a Mazetti
field goal.
Mazzetti, signed as a free
agent three.„ weeks ago after
failing with three other NFL
clubs, kicked a game-winning
field goal against San Fran-
cisco last week with only one
second remaining.
"I don't know what I've
done to deserve this," said
Mazzetti, who tied a club
record with his boots of 21, 37,
30, 26 and 37 yards. "It's tog,
much, I can't believe it. It was
SOnics Win Without Marvin;
Thompson Making His Mark
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer




don't seem to miss Marvin
Webster at all.
Despite losing the 7-foot-1
cetiter who led. them to the
NBA finals test year, the
Sonics won their first seven
games of the season before
bowing to San Diego Sunday
night. Their 7-1 record is the
best in the league, and Coach
Lenny Wilkens is not sur-
  prised,
"We never relied on any one
man to score," he said. "We
always got six or seven people
scoring in double figures. And
even without Marvin, we still
have guys getting the ball off
the boards."
• Wilkens his ..been starting
Paul Manlier, Mgr.
LaGarde, who saw limited
duty as a rookie because of
knee problems, has played
better than expected,
averaging 13.9 points and 9.5
rebounds per game.
The Washington Bullets,
who beat Seattle in seven
games for the title last spring,
started out by winning four in
a row. Then they went on a
West Coast road trip and lost
three of four, including
blowouts at Seattle and
Golden State
The Ballets' strength is up
front, with veterans Elvin
Hayes, Wes Unseld and Bobby
Dandridge and youngsters
Mitch Kupchak and Greg
Ballard forming a formidable
front line
"We have a good basketball
team with a lot of flexibility in
the front line," says Coach
" 




The 6-foot-10 rookie from
Minnesota was expected to
play behind center Bill Walton
and power forward Maurice
Lucas. But the native of the
Bahamas, the first player
chosen in the college draft,
has been pressed into im-
mediate starting duty because
Walton and Lucas opened the
season on the injured list.
Thompson scored 37 points
in his second game, including
10 points in the final three
minutes as Portland beat
Kansas City. He's averaging
19.7 points and 10.8 rebounds
per game. -
just my day today.
His kicks lifted the Falcons
to a 5-4 record, their third
triumph in a row, and sent they__
Rams to their second con-
secutive defeat after seven
victories. Atlanta is now two
games behind Los Angeles in
the Western Division.
"You can't help but get up
for a Monday night game,"
said defensive back Rolland
Lawrence, had both Atlanta
interceptions off Haden.
"There's just too many people
watching. And how about
Mazzetti. He was just fan-
tastic. He gives usa sense of
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()Ursa° at New orbias. (a)
New Yort at Phoenix, (11)
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Milwaukee at New Jamey, (a)
San Antonio at Philadelphia, (n
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have plaging the front line The New Jersey Nets rank
may be the best ever to play in as the most improved learn in
this league" - • the league. TbeY'reeirasdyli-
•-cgoice, at center in place of He gets no argument from
Webster, who signed a g3- Hayes.
-million -traii.-aeent fienerset•--- "P4.-ose-hisl sAiletter-Stside-
with the New York Knicks. game than we do," says the
second-year man Tom
I.aG a rde, obtained from
Denver for a firstoramiiilrait
4, having won their last four in







Copies from our new
low cost 695 Dry Copier are
something else They're
rich black Solids are
completely filled Some say
they look as if they've been




in him. Tim's a diamond in the
rough who's worked out
fantastic for -us," said
Usrrinso,
"What can xou say?" said
Atlanta _ Coach Leeman
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Resigns Head Post
By RICHARD LOWE
: Associated Press Writer
• NASHVILLE, Tenn. — On
-the ropes amid mounting
:alumni pressure, Vanderbilt
:football Coach Fred Pancoast
— winless in his last 16
Southeastern Conference
-outings -- tossed in the towel
as skipper of the sinking
Commodores.
His resignation, effective
Dec. 2, came after a
hometown clash with cross-
state rival Tennessee, the last
$EC team to fall to the
Commodores.
"I hope my decision helps
clear the air for all of us— my
family, my players, my
_coaches, many, many loyal
alumni and friends and the
university's administration,•'
the 46-year-old former Marine
told reporters Monday. The
deoision, he said, followed all
night discussions with his
Pancoast, who came to
Vanderbilt from Memphis
State in 1975, steered the
Commodores to a 7-4 mark his
first year. Since then,
however, the Commodores
have plunged to consecutive 2-
9 records and are now 1-6.
Telling reporters.he wanted
to relieve any concern for the
future which his players and
assistants might be harboring,
Pancoast said: "I only hope I
can assist these players for
the rethainder of the season. 1
can truthfully say that the
people I've been associated
with ... have been totally fair
with me. They've probably
been overpatient because of
the records and poor play.
Asked if last Saturday's
game against the University
of Mississippi — coached by
Steve SloastNpom Pangoast
replaced at Vanderbilt —
during which the Commodores
held a 10-0 lead before being
routed 35-10, prompted his
decision,. Pancoast saj4:1: "It
was a big disappointm n ,
I don't think you can put this
kind of decision on one game.
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Contest Involved Many
. Donations and willing
workers were plentiful during
the wheelchair basketball
game between the Eastern
Kentucky Roadrunners and
the Murray State men's
basketball squad Saturday at
Beshear Gymnasium on the
MSU campus.
The Roadrunners, a team
from the Eastern Kentucky
Comprehensive
Potts Has Kettle Hot
For SMU Program-
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Southern
Methodist's attendance had
gone to pot, so Southern
Methodist went to Potts. Russ
Potts, that is.
SMU hired Potts, former
promotions director at the
- University of Maryland; to be
the school's new athletic
director and it wasn't long
e
before the Mustangs drew
64,871 fans to the Cotton Bowl
— their largest crowd in 13
years — for their game with
HOuston two weeks ago.
For openers, the SMU-TCU
game drew 41,112, SMU's
fourth largest home crowd of
the 1970s and the largest for
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Rehabilitation Center in
Thelma, Ky., and a member of
the National Wheelcair
Basketball Association,
spotted the Racers a 60-point
lead, but still won going away
109-89.
The event was Stoolia-Oiearbf
the Murray State
Rehabilitation Club and the
Murray Jaycees. All proceeds
were donated to the Murray
State Special Olympics.
A halftime shooting contest
was held with divisions for
both MSU fraternities and
sororities.
The fraternity winner was
Alpha Gamma Rho. Others
competing were Lamda Chi
Alpha, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma
Pi, and Sigma Chi.
In the sorority division,
Kappa Delta took the honors,
with Alpha Sigma Alpha,
Alpha Delta Pi, Kappa Delta,
Alpha Omicron Pi and Sigma
Sigma Sigma also competing.
A banquet was held at the
Jaycee Center before the
game, and members of Alpha
Omicron Pi served. A farewell
dinner at Dakota Feed and
Grain was sponsored by
Larricia Chi Alpha.
Donations for the event




Plaques were presented to
the Roadrunners, members of
the MSU basketball team and
the Jaycees.
Calloway County girls' cross country coach Sue Outland (front row, left) will accompany four
members of the team to the state meet at the Kentucky Morse Park in Lexington Saturday. In
front are Stephanie Wuest and Ellen Mahan. Back row are Rose Ross and Melissa Miller. The
foursome qualified for state competition during the regional meet last weekend.
Starr Warns Reporters
f Writing Thomas Story
By the Associated Press
GREEN BAY, Wis. —
Duane Thomas, described as
sullen, uncooperative and
urunanagable wheri-be- was a
star running back with the
Dallas Cowboys, is in a storm
center again — this time
apparently as an unwitting
partner in a controversy in-
volving the Green Bay
Packers.
Thomas recently completed
a tryout with th; Packers, and
the way the National Football
League club conducted it is
under investigation by NFL
headquarters.
Disclosure of the in-
vestigation Monday has
Packer Coach and General
Manager Bart Starr livid. His
team had to forfeit _a fourth-
round draft choice last May
and, if NFL Commissioner
Pete Rozelle decides they
have violated another ruh
could lose another pick.
Starr vented his anger
Monday afternoon on the four
reporters who pursued the
story involving Thomas and
learned of the investigation.
"There are bloodthirsty --
- out there trying to get an
edge, working out guys ip pads
Finally A Winner
Grey Fox Gains First NFL Victory
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
.They call him the "Grey
Fox."
Silver-haired, tall and slim
for his 62 years and so low-key
he rarely talks above a
whisper, Bud Wilkinson
looked like raw meat for the
"wolves when he came out of
retirement this year to coach




may have been a fine college
coach but it's a different scene
- in the-'pros tand, besides, he's
-been out of touch too long."
The prophets of doom
• continued their bleak war-
nings as Wilkifisorrs teams
lost Sunday after Sunday,
compiling an 0-8 record in the
National Football League.
Did the one-time architect of
championship teams at the
University of Oklahoma ever
despair?
"Never," said the soft-
spoken disciplinarian,
reflecting Monday on the
'Cardinals' first victory of the
-season — a 16-10 upset triumph
Sunday over the Eagles in
Philadelphia.
"This bunch of fellows never
gave up. Neither did I.
Everything seemed to go
wrong earlier in the season.
We had an uncorrimon rash of
injuries. Our offensive line
was shattered.
' 'Against Philadelphia, we
had our offensive line func-
tioning for the first time. That
made the difference." •
P'Diiti'.b-o'd ,--
Wilkinson never doubted that
.a man with a good football
mind and ability to relate to





Boots 8 Shoot For Evoryfhlf4 Uncle. Ths.Sun,
733-41188 • 01 Woobbys, 14 Son
He hasn't proved his point
yet. The road ahead is all
uphill. But those familiar with
Wilkinson the man as well as
Wilkinson .the coach have no
doubts that be — as John
McKay of the expansion
Tampa Bay Buccaneers,
formerly of Southern
California, has done — will
soon make the Cardinals
competitive.
His boss, Card's owner Bill
Bidwell, envisions the Super
Bowl.
"The principles of coaching V
are the same in the NFL as in
the NCAA or, for that matter,
high school or sandlots,"
Wilkinson says. "The idea is to
stop the opposition, get the
football and score. You don't
win many games receiving
kickoffs."
Wilkinson lettered twice as
a guard and once as a quar-
terback at Minnesota in the
mid1930s, meanwhile ab-




and with their teams," Starr
said. "They're cheating. We
don't cheat. But we're going to
go to the limit within the rules
and we're going to bend them
within the framework." .
"You can print what you
want, but I want you to un-
derstand if you do and it costs
us a draft choice, your — will
not come through this door
agaise" he said.
The reporters are Mike
O'Brien of The Associated
Press Milwaukee Bureau,
Cliff Christi of the Green .Bay
Press-Gazette, Dale Hofmann
of thr Milwaukee Sentinel and






The top eight teams, led by
unbeaten Oklahoma and Penn
State, have retained their
positions in The Associated
Press college football poll,
while UCLA and Houston
rounded out the Top Ten and
Navy surged from 18th place
to 11th.
Arizona State and Missouri
were the biggest losers,
dropping out of the ratinos,
while Arkansas slipped from
ninth place to 17th and
Michigan State made the Top
Twenty for the first time this
season.
Oklahoma, a 56-19 winner
over Kansas State, received 52
of 62 first-place votes and 1,228
of a possible 1:240 points from
a nationwide panel of sports
writers and broadcasters. The
Sooners remaineff%. 1 for the
sixth week in a row.,
Penn State was the run-
nerup for the third con-
secutive week. The Nittany
Lions received the other 10
first-place votes and 1,168
points following a 49-21
trouncing of West Virginia.
Last week, with 64 voters
submitting their ballots,*
Oklahoma's lead was 1,271)-
1,208.
Alabama, a 35-0 victor over
Virginia Tech, was third with
1,074 points, followed by
Nebraska with 995 points
following a 22-14 victory over
Oklahoma State.
Maryland, one of the
nation's four unbeaten-untied
major teams — Navy is the
fourth one — was fifth with 966
points for a 27-0 blanking of
Duke. The Terrapins were
trailed by Southern California,
which downed California 42-17'
and received 948 points.
Texas, which turned back
Southern Methodist 22-3,
received 835 points for seventh
place while No. 8 Michigan
earned 783 points for a 4240
rout of Minnesota.
Arkansas' 20-9 ibss to
Houston enabled UCLA, which
beat Arizona 24-14, to move Up
from 10th to ninth with 761
goo.lat,s, Hougon _wq&
from llth to 10th with 75
points.






Last week, it was Houston,
Arizona State, Missouri, ISLA
Pitt, Georgia, Purdue, Navy,
Notre Dame and cremson-,-- .--•
Arizona State lost to
Washington 41-7 while
Colorado edged Missouri 28-
27.
The Top 20
The Top Tventy teams in The
Associated Press collage football poll, 14th
fastpisce votes in parentheses, season
records and total points. Ponds based on
2041464746-15-14-1341-11-1044 -744-44-
I.Oklaboma in) 641, 2211










12.1.naialans State 5-14, 477
13.Georgia 6-14, 475
14.Purdwe 644, 452
15.Netre Dome 436, MI
16.Clemsen 5-14, 311 ,
17.Arkaosao 444, 2110
11.0liclagan Sbb 4-34, 101.
111.Fittaborgb 544, 00
S.Waabibflon 1-34,71
As Bierman did, he stresses
a simple formula: I. Alert-
ness. ;. Speed. 3. Precision. 4
Thoroughness.
"Quick reaction is one of the




success. His Oklahoma teams
scored 145 victories against 29
defeats and four ties over a 17 •-
year pEriod, winning three
national championships and a
record 47 consecutive games. ,
- TR-7 fititi7'gttetttiellett -
season, headed President.
Kennedy's Council. on -
Physical Fitness, ran un-
successfully for the U.S.
ensl MIKA itatlslitaAPPI
network broadcasting.
It Takes Money to Make Money
Private t:nterprises Want
To Loan You Money
Borros For liminess Vettlittl. Front liusinesses. That l txierstarki Yoew Businesisr.,
A nee trend has been developed that makes investment money available on businesses like yours FROM lenders
and investors that relate to businesses such as yours. Small and large companies alike are becoming reluctant to ob-
tain expansion. nwestment and venture capital from lend ing institutions that will talk in their terms only.
Now, WORLDWIDE FINANCE EXCHANGE is providing a nee concept in exposing you to new sources of capital that
know and understand your business requirements. They talk money to you on YOUR terms!
Four Basic Categories -
More than 1,100 investment capital-heavy companies
throughout the nation have been brought together by
WORLDWIDE FINANCE that want to loan or invest money in
four basit areas of business:









Computer hanivart and software
Construction equipment -:
Trinsponation (airplanes trucks. etc.)
Farm equipment
Oil field supplies and equipment
Long term & intermediate lending

















These four categories over a broad spectrum: of beisi-
nem interests that represfnt loaning power into the bil-
lions of dollars. Loans from a few hundred dollars to
long-term arrangements amounting to multi-milliOn dollar
agreements are available (mm interested individuals and
companies who want to help you meet your growth and"
financial desires. In fact, in many transactions the bigger
the loan requirement, the more attention you will demand..
How You Find These Investors -
WORLDWIDE FINANCE has been years -in dewloping
four portfolios of companies ready and willing to talk with
you immediately about your financial requirements These
specialized portfolios contain names,•comp ies. respon-
sible pemons, range of lending or invest' power and
most instances specific areas of business tivities..
If your financial requirements are specifi ly suited to
just one or more of the four general categor ....,nd for
that portfolio and allow it to oite_na nee %Odd of financial
itrirs111414VietiRtfORr
potential source of lending activities: • -
CAPITAL
*amber of
Fat Sooreet Lending Liege
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WORLDWIDE FINANCE EXCHANGE \
Finance Your Own Business
Individuals & Brokers —
An Ultimate source of Lending Power
Peopk- Whii-Have Money
Make Money
The WORLDWIDE FINANCE EXCHANGE portfolios have
been years in growth and development, so you will be
dealing with professional business executives just like
yourself — people who want to get involved because they
have the capital to do just that. and they understand that it
takes money to make money.
The time and money you save with WORLDWIDE FI-
NANCE portfolios will more than repay the small invest-
ment involved to Obtain highly. rated firms_ totally are • • -
rated). Further, your portfolios: cost is totally tax deduct-
ible as a business expense.
You can order your choice of one or any combination
of the four portfolios at volume discount prices:
Any'Orte Portfolio    $25.00
Any. Two Portfolios  40.0e
Any Three Portfolios  • • • . 52.00
Any Four Portfolios  60.00
Your bound portfolios will be forwarded to you by
return mail.
Modernize. Your Financing
Detach and Send Today
Order All Four Portfolios'
for Maximum Opportunities
SORLDWIDE FINANCE EXCHANGE is the new and
modern method to find financing for your particu-
lar needs. Send check. money order or for conveni-
ence use your Master Charge or VISA cards for your,
portfolios.
Name  —  Title --
Address 
Company City 
State  Zip __Phone
Please send me the following lists:




Encloped is (tittle one):
825 for I $40 for 2 $5.210t3 $60 for All Four
Please hill my ((heck one):
 0-w .• —,-.-
'rd • tard .I.Xitrason Dar 
P Q. lint 2952 • 1248 East 49th Street North
















aptclly growing national limousine 
 manufacturer, based At SpnritOielti Mossounon the beautiful Ozarks. will pay relocation.
moving expenses•and top salanes tommensurate with
your ability. Must have aptitude for automotive
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Lexington Papers Split Thpir
Endorsements In 6th District
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Lexington's two daily
newspapers, the Lexington
Herald end The Lexington
Leader, have 'split in their
editorial endorsements for the
6th District congressional
race
The Herald, a morning
newspaper, sided with state
Sen. Tom Easterly, D-
Frankfort, saying, if one
were to vote solely on the basis
of who is the better informed
candidate, Easterly is clearly
superior."
The Leader, published in the
afternoon, endorsed state Sen.
Larry Hopkins, R-Lexington,
saying he "is a proven tax
fighter, and is the kind of
sensible, conservative
legislator that we need in
Washington."
The Herald said American
Party candidate Lloyd Rogers
"is not a serious contender"
and the Leader's editorial did
not mention turn.
The Herald lauded Easterly
for having "the courage to
take on the big-name
politician," incumbent Rep.
John B. Breckinridge, in the
Democratic primary election
last May.
"The upset was earned and
Easterly seemed headed for
an easy win in the general
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-But the Republican Party
pulled a fast one on Easterly.
The Republican candidate
( Mary Louise Foust t, who in
the primary had been unop-
posed, pulled out of the race
saying she could not raise
funds to match those of
Easterly.'s."
However, the Leader said
Easterly- "opened his cam-
paign against Hopkins by
making wild charges that
former state Auditor Mary
Louise Foust was 'paid off' to
drop out of the race.. Now,
months later, Easterly, a
former AFL-CIO lawyer, still
can offer no proof to back up
even a hint of his ac-
cusations."
The editorials also differed
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for being the only state
senator to vote against Gov.
Julian Carroll's $7.5 billion
biennial budget. The Herald
labeled it "grandstanding"
and said Hopkins "rarely
showed much legislative
initiative."
The Herald said Hopkins
probably outspend
Easterly 4 to 1, thanks to
considerable support from
special interests represented
'by a variety of political action
committees."
The Leader criticized
Easterly for an advertisement
attacking Hopkins as a "rich
stockbroker," while refusing
to follow Hopkins' lead by
allowing a public look at his
personal income tax returns.
"A child could see the dif-
fernce there," the Leader
said. -Hopkins is frank and
open; Easterly is secretive
and closed. That matters a lot
when you pick a man to send
to Congress."
RICE AWARD
ANN ARBOR, Mich. ( AP)
- Dr. William K. Frankena
has been named the first
recipient of the Warner G.
Rice Humanities Award.





- Are Alleged By Panel
THIRD COMMENDATION MEDAL - Sgt. Mai. [Isis Royce Green (right) of the ROT(
detachment at Murray State University has been awarded the Army Commendation
Medal with the second Oak Leaf Cluster for outstanding meritorious service from Nos.
22, 1976, to Ian. 27, 1978, while serving as first sergeant of the Combat Supply Com-
pany, 4th Battalion, 63rd Armor, 1st Infantry Division, at Ft. Riley, Kans. Making the
presentation is Lt. Col. Randell G. Routt, professor of military science at Murray State.
Green, an Alabama native, has beep with the Murray State ROTC detachment since
August when he was graduated,from.the U. S. Army Sergeants Mayor Academy at Ft.
Bliss_teaa.s.
ICC Approves 22 Percent Hike
& N's Coal Hauling Rates
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Interstate Commerce Com-
mission has approved a
Louisville & Nashville
Railroad petition for a 22
percent_ increase in  the line's
coal-hauling rates.
But the ICC added in an-
nouncing its decision Monday
that it would continue an in-
vestigation to determine if the
rate increase is justified.
The ICC did not issue a
written decision but a
spokesman said the rate in-
crease would become ef-
fective today. The increase
applies only to coal that
oijginates on L&N lines.
The commission did not say
what action, if any, would be
taken if the investigation
determined that Monday's
rate increase is not justified.
The increase would allow
the railroad to raise about $400
million to buy locomotives,
coal cars and other equipment
"that will be needed to carry
the amounts of coal that are
going to be produced," ac-
cording to the L&N petition.
The money will make it
easier for L&N to support
loans needed for im-
provements in the railroad's
coal-hauling system, ac-
cording to Philip Lanier, L&N
executive vice president.'
Lanier- said -the- rate-tw.-
crease in seen as a long-term
solution to the current shor-
tage of coal cars, although the
increase is not directly related
to that problem.
Allowing the rate increase
without determining if it is
justified is "mind boggling",
according to Fred Karem,
lawyer for the Harlan County
Coal Operators Association.
By law, the ICC board is
composed of 11 members, but,
President Carter has said that
for economic reasons he won't
fill more than seven spots. The
board is currently composed
of only five members.
"It (the rate increase)
makes it quite clear how vital
it is to Kentucky's interests
that President Carter
nominate for -those two




















.{AND DIRD FIGHT,1::5 A _KW, CAT
I GOT SOAP IN MY EYES
AND COULDN'T FINDy
THE TOWEL r 
• _J
LIKE :THIS./





-42.• NOT t 
ATTENTION SINGERS,
Song Writers and Groups,
Allied Productions is looking
for new artists and new
material in all f Wids. for 4
record labels, it you think
you qualify call 615.255-8884
or 615,255 6912, or write
Allied Productions, 1300
Division St., Suite 307 Nash
ville, Tennessee, 37203
We now have the
Love Studio negatives.
If you -had pictures
made at Love's during
the past 25 years, *e

















r sale by bag,












The decision also brought
criticism from several
Kentucky politicians, in-
cluding Gov. Julian Carroll
and Rep. Tim Lee Carter, R-
--  .
Carter said the rate in-
crease, which 12ieN said, would
be borne mostly by electricity




PERTH AMBOY, N.J. (AP)
- A six-class series on
parenting, "Infancy to
Adolescence: The Role of
Parenting," is being offered
by Perth Amboy General
Hospital.
The main idea we try to
convey is that parents should
teach, not just control their
child," says nurse Paula Ross,
Pediatric Clinical Supervisor
and instructor in the course.
"Setting limits is one way of
teaching, but reality is the
best teacher because children
learn by doing." -
By Asseeiated'Press
The National Right-to-Work
Committee, a group opposed
to compulsory unionism, has
alleged that 18 candidates for
the U.S. Senate have received
more than•1730,000 in illegal
campaign contributions from
organized labor.
The committee charged that
Sen. Walter Huddleston had
received $17,350 in allegedly
illegal contributions. "The
charge, of course, is asinine,"
Huddleston told reporters in
Murray Monday evening.
The committee said it was
filing a formal complaint
about the Senate candidates
with the Federal Election
Commission, and Committee
President Reed Larson said
that complaints on nearly 200
congressional-candidates
be filed later.
Larson said the candidates
violated the law by accepting
$5,000 each from the AFL-
CIO's political committee and
then accepting more money
from dozens of unions that are
affiliated with the AFL-CIO.
"The limit on contributions
from one entity is $5,000," he
said. "But some entitiies try to
call themselves groups of
separate entities in order to
-7 -heat the 86,00011mA. The AFL-
CIO is the No. 1 offender."
"We are aware of no
violaton.s," said Ben Alpert, a
spokesman for the.AFL-CIO's
political arm; the Committee
on Political Education
(COPE). "This is- a typical
complaint. It smacks of
harassment from this com-
mittee."
Huddleston said there was
"nothing illegal" about the
contributions." The Kentucky
senator, talking with repor-
ters following a Calloway
County Democratic Party
meeting in Murray, called the
allegations • "a last • minute
opportunity in the late stages







more than $5,000 from any one
union or business political
committee.
An official at the Federal
Election Commission saki,
however, that FEC
regulations do not specifically
prohibit multiple con-
tributions from the AFL-CIO
and affiliated unions.
The official, who declined to
be named, said there are
separate regulations that
prohibit any one union from
making more than one $5,000
contribution and that prohibit
any one labor organization
from exceeding the limit.
Bob McQueen, Huddlestorf&
campaign manager, said he
was advised by Chip Foley, a
Federal Election Commission
jj employee -iri-haFge•-ef--Ken-
tucky, that the sourtes of
Huddleston's contributions
"are separate and distinct
committees, separately
registered, and therefore




AP) - Nine out of every 10
unmarried college graduates
in Missouri who find them-
selves pregnant choose
abortion rather than child-
birth, according to recently
released state health statistics
for 1977.
In contrast, only 25 percent
of pregnant women with less
than nine years of formal
education chose abortion last
year.
The statistics suggest that
the more years of formal
education an unmarried
Missouri woman has, the
more likely she is to end an
unwanted pregnancy through
abortion.
Yet once married, women of
varying educational
background seek abortions at
nearly the same rate.
A record number of abor-
tions, about 14,700, were
performed in Missouri in 1977.



























is p la y saadns,d
regular display, must
be submitted by 12








Dairy -Queen is closing Sunday
night, November 5th. Fill your
freezer with Pints, Quarts, 1/2
Gallons, and Ice Cream San-
dwiches.
:thank' Fog A Good Season.
Sire 'feu Next Spring.
- MOW [JOHII.- •
2.14071 CE - 
FOR WA TK INS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th., phone 7531128. 
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
759-4600. 
YOU la,NEE D is our concern.
NEEDLINE. 753-6333. 
S. LOST 4 FOUND 
LOST: PAIR OF EYE
GLASSES, vacinity of 9th
and Main. Wednesday, Oct.
25,.1978. Reward. Call 676-
2510. 
6. HELP WANTED  
DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,
room and board. 759.1661. 
TRUCK DRIVER. 1 1,2 ton
gasoline delivery truck. Aga
at least 21, experienced
driver and good knowledge of




Assistant for oral surgeon.
Experience prefered but not
necessary. Call 753.4090 after
5 pip.
U r gen tt y Needed! $25.00 per
hundred Guaranteed. Send
self addressed stamped
envelope, • • TK EN-
TER PR tSE, Box 21679,
*Denver C080221. 
NEW BUSINESS, Hickory
Hut Pit Bar B-Que. Now
taking applications daily 8.5
pm, plan to open shortly.
Need part time day and night
help. Two all night part time
cooks, 11:7 am. Good pay,
located at old Thoroughbred
Restraunt. 
POSITION OPEN FOR
medical assistant. Must have
some previous experience in
physician office. Send
resume and reference to P.O.
-Box 943, Murray, Ky. 42071.
•
10.4 to,



















































































































































































lie day and night
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OPEN MP MINE CLASSIFI
 24.TY RAD G a. SIELP 
Part time male and
female. Day help wan-
ted. Must be 18 years
of age. No phone calls.
Apply in person, but















, and LPNs. Applications
being taken for nurses aids.
Apply at Westview Nursing
Home, S. 16th. Murray, Ky. 
STUFFERS AND MAILERS





Denver CO 80221. 
TRUCK DRIVER. 1/2 ton
gasoline delivery truck. Age.
at least 2L experienced
driver and good know ledge of
Calloway cunty helpful.
Permanent position. Call 753-
2321. 
SI SUS. OPPORTUNITY 
PICTURE THIS Become a





Purchase of Product only
$5305. Call Mr. Collins, Dept.
R. 112 Toll-free at 800-621-
7725. 
12. INSURANCE
We ore now writing insurance
on metal* lhomes, with 3 dif-
ferent companies. For best
rates contact Wilson In
se/mance end Real forte, 302
N. 12111- 753-3263.
. WANT TO BUY
N OLDER FORD, Chevy or
edge van body. Call 753.
or 753-9997.
OTOR FOR 1967 Chevrolet (
ickup. Must be in good
ondition. Call 436-2102. 
ANT JO BUY USED 12
ide nibbile home.--1972 or
newer model. Robert A.
Morris, 759-4496. 
WANT TO BUY Ag. GOOD
used long blond wig. Must fit
a large head. Call Jim
Shropshire, 753-8277. 
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
COR R ELLE Expressions,
all patterns, 20 piece sets,
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN 
CHAIN SAW chains, 3.5 inch
itch for 16 inch bar, $10.25,
inch, $11.99 and 24 inch,
14.55. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN. 
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple
wall pipe 6" X 30", $17.88.
Instulation kit, $26.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN. 
COAL OR WOOD STOVE,
fire brick lined. Same as
new, $65. Call 436-2506. 
FIREPLACE Inclosures
with glass doors and wire
aw.screens. All sizes
and finishes, $64.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN. 
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Call after 4 pm, 759-4088. 
FOR SALE 55 Gallo0 drums.





tires, one brand new, other
four have 60. tread left, $125.
Call 753-8606 or 753 9997.









1-0 Mint Penny 25 yrs.
1-1968 S Penny (ono
1-flare 1960-0 Small
Date Penny
I -S Mint Peney-2.5 r'-
Phis free two S Bill
Phis Our free Gift
Phis Ow free Brochure
Shad SI-95-moil-2.1!--piessege
10:
JIM DeN141140 & CO.
seise s Niel* Irv...0 Will•ips
Wert., Pe 11501
FOR SALE Dancing Eroom,
contact Fay Hurt at the
Beauty Box. 753-7132. 
FOR SALE-3 Ricks of woOd.
Call 753-2358. 
MOBILE HOME anchoring
equipment now available at
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
4 NEW MAG. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L-60-14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160.
Phone: 753-7393. 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
HARVEST GOLD ADMIRAL
dishwasher, one year old,





Hodge & Son, Inc.
ns So. 5th
TWO TWIN SIZE BEDS with
mattress and box springs,
$125. Phone: 7537777 after 4
pm.
17, VACUUM CLEANERS 
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1-
443.64.69. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.
19. FARM EQUIP. , 
FARMER SPECIAL, stock
prods by Shox Stock, model
E-24, $9.99, model_ HD-30,
$11.99, Sabre 6 model, $16.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
FARMER SPECIAL, fence
controls, by Shox Stock,
electric or battery op.
aerated, $26.95, 39.99 and
49.99. Wallin Hardware,
,Paris, TN. 
1969 MODEL 656 I nter-
natonal diesel tractor. High
cleaner and wide front, end
with 4 .bottom 14" plows, 11/2
ft. wheel disc. All in good
condition. Will sell all for
$6500. Call 753-2913. 
229MUSICAL 
FOR SALE: SIGNET
SILVER trombone, used one
year, like new. Call 753.0011. 
SILMER SIGNET TRUM-
PET, excellent conditiOn,
used one year. Call 753-8517. 
23. EXTERMINATING 
NOW IS ONE OF THE best
times to spray under and
around your home, bugs,
spiders, all kinds of insects
and pests are looking for a
place to hibernate-under
your home. It's warm, they
are out of the bad weather.
This makes a perfect home
for all kinds of insects. Do not
delay. Call today. Prevention
is far cheaper than repairs.
Kelly's Termite and Pest




grain fed aged beef, Front
Quarter S.(t5 cents a pound,
whole or side '5.95 cents a
pound. Hind quarter $1.05
cents a pound hanging
weight. Food stamps ac-
cepted. We also do custom
slaughtering. Paris Meal
Processing, 6.42.8201. One






WE NAVE OPENINGS FOR BOTH
EXPERIENCED MANAGERS AND
TRAINEES IN
THE MURRAY AREA -
Our outstanding growth and increasing
volume are due to a good product, and good
people. If you have the skills to train and
motivate others plus the drive to succeed, and
an attitude that will accept nothing but
success, we can start you in an advancement
program that will give you everything you need
to achieve your goal. Food service experience
is helpful but not required. Proven leadership
skills are vital. We offer
• Good salary while training
• Rapid advancement
• Benefits
plus the support of a young, enthusiastic
organization. For more information
call Mr. McDaniel
Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday from
7:00 AM to 5:00 PM
-
CB RADIO, Ham equipt-
rnent, Linears. Call 47.42748.
COLOR TV'S! Want a new
25" color tv at a bargain? We
have 3 with damaged
cabinets works perfect and
fully warranted. Clayton's
(formerly J & B Music). 753-
7575.
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
• Mobile home, 1978 model,
never used, 14 X 70, all
electric, 2 baths and 3
bedrooms. Must be seen to be
appreciated. Call Bob Futrell
at 753 766ft days or 753-2394
nights. 
FOR SALE, 12 X 60 2 BR,
extra nice. Call 489.2774 
1968 SHELBY MOBILE
Home 12 X 65, 3 BR, 1/2
bath, central heat and air,
furnished. Call 753-1725. . 
bedroom, all electric, new
carpet throughout, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, air
conditioner, $4900. Call 753-
3143. 
28. MOB. HOME RENTS 
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for rent
at Riveria Courts. Call 753-
3280. 
TWO BEDROOM 12 X 60,
furnished, $125 month,
couples only. West of Almo
Heights, Vrt mile off hwy. Call
753-4661. 
10 X 40, ALL ELECTRIC
furnished, mobile home.
Deposit. Call 753-2748 after 
C 1678 United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
pm
43. REAL ESTATE
3 BR 11%2 STORY BRICK
House, sewing room, rum-
pusroom, 704 Olive, near
health center, downtown,
public library. Central gas
heat, air condit ioned, gar-
bage diSposal; dishwasher.
Basement, livingroom,29. HEATING & COOLING 
HEATERS Electric, Mat-
thews 4000 w., 4 stack, $34.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
KING Automatic wood
heaters, $159.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN. 
31. WANT TO RENT
STUDENT LOOKING for an
unfurnished apartment. Can
malty own stove and
refrigerator. In or around
Murray. Call 1.472-1016. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
FOR RENT Nice 1 BR fur
nished apartment. 1414 Vine
• For Sale Or Lease
Newly redecorated 6
room garage apart-




ONE 2 BR furnished apar
tment for couple. Also one
small for girl. Call 753-3106. 
4 ROOM UNFURNISHED
apartment near down town.
Call 753-46/5 before 8 am or
after 3 pm. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
3 BEDROOOM HOUSE for.
married couple. $160 mon•
th Iv.-- For More information-
call 753-5921. 
. BR HOUSE Partially
furnishes in quite area orf
city. Call 753-7575. 
HOUSE, 2 BR in Dexter.
Stove and refrigerator
furnished, $100 per month.
Call 753-4661. 
HOUSE FOR RENT at 512 S.
13th., no pets, deposit
required. $175 per month.
Call 753-0818 after 1:30 pm. 
36. RENT OR LEASE 
GET SETTLED IN before
winter hits with this nice lot
for trailer near Whites
Camper Sales on 94 East, 3
miles from Murray, all-
hookups, many trailers near








BLACK AMGUS BULL, 13
months old, 800+ lbs., $400.
Also Sirresa hay, $150 per
bale. 759 1850 after 5 pm.
U. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
AKC GERMAN SHEPERD
puppies Solid black, can
furnished 5 generations
pedigree papers. Call 502-554-
2153, Paducah.
SUDSBURY PARK. We
groom aft breeds of small
and medium dogs. Lotated in
town for your convenience.
By appointment only. Call
759-4140, 9-5, Monday-Friday.
Now scheduling fOr holiday
grooming.
41. PUBLIC SALES • • 
YARD SALE Thur. and Fri.,
9 am till? Furniture, cur-
tains, bedspreads, clothing,
nik-naks. 94 East, turn at
Whites Electric, 7th trailer
on left. 
13. REAL ESTATE 
ANXIOUS OWNER + 1M-
. MEDIATE
"POSSESSION3s0P•
PORTUNITY! Here's a 5
bedroom brick on quiet tree
lined street. Separate living
space for parents, in-laws or
guests.. add fireplace,
basement, wooded lot and
convenience to university
and shopping. Priced just
reduced...ThiS home
available for early oc
cupancy. LORETJA JOBS
REALTORS, 753 1492
BRAND 14-EW CABIN Rustic
cypress exterior. Living
room with beamed ceiling,
kitchen with stove , and
refrigerator, 2 bedrooms and
1 bath, New carpeting,
furnished with couch and
chbir, dining room table and
4 chairs, one seki of bunk
bed, and curtains. This
cabin is insullated. Good buy
Atm
diningroom, kitchen, break
fast nook, fireplace, front
patio, 1/2 bath. Priced to sell,
$39,950. Shown by a p
pointment only, John Pasco,
753-2649 or 753-5791.
COMMERCIAL LOT ON S.
12th St. 1.61 acres with over
285 ft. of road frontage. Ideal
for franchise business. Hard











Located on South 12th Street,
Ideal location for restaurant,
or any seta il business. This is
a- 137' X 183' lot, prime
business locations Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
1222 for mock information. 
CRAZY CLYDE Plunks out
more money eachmonth on





 753-8080  j
•.Prolessional Services
With The Friendly Touch"
FISHERMAN'S RET-
REAT CENTER
RIDGE SUB. - This
Cozy Cottage on large
wooded lot, not far




Real Estate, 105 North
12th Street.
FOR MORE PRIERIE REES
Purdom I Thurman









With Thc Friendly Touch"
IT'S IN TO BE OUT . .
. Approx. 28 acres of
excellent tendable
land with approx.
acres in trees that of-
fers a good building








professionals to assist you in
Real Estate matters. If you
have a question regarding
any phase of realestate
activity, give us a call er/53-
1222, or stop by our con-
veniently located office at 711
Main. We at KOPPERUD
REALTY want to be YOUR
Reel Estate People.
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-14161
• Ainley Auction I -
Realty Sales
COt 111705171 Amur









describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
located in Hazel. Fireplace
with heatalator, built-inpayment would be tf-, he . .
bought this 3 bedroom mobNe. H,01./ S E FOR SALE BY 
appliances, custom built
home_ New car - !OWNER. Lovely home 4 
cabinets, heat pump, ther-
pet..„underpinned and best of tWileS SE of Murray, 2 BR„.
mopane windows are only a
all., on private lot in town rarsiaNtiving area, kitchen's-- -w of the 
quality-features of
near shopping centers and and litiklty room. 2 car this 
home. The price is right!
schools. Call today and let us garage, garden spot, pasture - -30's Phone KOPPERUD
tell you more. LORETTE and barn, storage building- REALTY, 753-1222.
JOBS REALTORS at 753-1492 -with concrete neor. Large
or Amos McCarty at 753-2249. atrnedes eapntdic stahnrukb.
st.,-,714.earre-wloetil,
115' X 550, 531,000. Call







I'LL EAT MY HAT ...
If you can show me a
better lake front buy?






Mid 50's. Boyd Majors




are a lot of people who say .
they would like to have an
attractive three bedroom two
bath home. They would
especially like to have one
with a large living room
dining room combination,
large eat in kitchen with a lot
of cabinets, a nice den with
fireplace and a wooden deck.
It would even be nice to have
central gas heat and air, but
a house with all Of these
features would be too ex
pennsive. Right? Wrong! See
this new listing today. Priced
at $48,900. Phone KOP
PERUD REALTY, 753-1222.
HELLO JACK FROST!
Toast your tbes by the
fireplace in this 2 bedroom, 2
bath, Mobile home with a 24 X
21 foot built on den. Ideal
location in quite secluded













'ner lot at 1006 Fairlarie
priced at only $36,500,
Illlookeprok Ivertrown Cid
Joe Fenner 136 5676
Purl Nell 753 4861
Mary Seth Smith 751 1311
Karel Brandon 153 1513
Don TYCIlte 753 1910
HOMES ARE LIKE SHOES!
Better if they fit! See if this
home doesn't fit your needs!
3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick...ample sized rooms,
fenced in back yard, ap-
pliances including washer,
dryer and freezer. Be fair to
yourself, see this home








FAR OUT!!! 'Only 9
miles from Murray to
this completely fenced
10 acre farm with 3 BR





Mary Sett. Smith 753 3381
Brandon 75; 1513
Tucier 1534930
65 acres located Jones
Mill-Crosslend Rd. in lima/
Co., Tenn. Has 40 acres in
beans, some timber. Plenty of
highway frontage. Can be pur-
chased with house and ad-
ditional 5 acres.
3 Bedroom 1 1,2 bath, central
beat mid sir, red weed deck,
Wit to F.N.A. specification







WHY PAY RENT? When you
can own this 3 bedroom brick
home at an, affordable price.
Good home in quiet neigh-
borhood with lovely land-
seeped yard. Backyard is
fenced and home is neat as a
pin throughout. All the work
is already done for you, so
don't let this opportunity
pass. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753•12241„
44. LOTS FOR SALE 
LOT FOR SALE- Zoned for
duplex. Calf 753-006.7 after 5
pm. 
WOODEDWs ACRES, has
well, septic tank, trailer pole
and white rock drive. First
$3000 takes it. Call 759-4088 
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
17 ACRES of beautifully
wooded land near Kentucky
Lake Less then $900 per
acre. DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR 753-4342. 
100 ACRE DAIRY Farm, 31
Jersey Cows. Call 435-4469. 
Ii7HOM-ErFOWINEE---
MUST SELL! 2 bedroom
frame house with full
basement. All appliances
and draperies stay with
house. Good location at 602
Vine St. Priced in teens. Call
after 4:30 pm, 753-9924. 
O. E. STEELE HOME at
Dover Tenn. on hwy 49, 2
miles from fake, 21/ acres
with income from water
system. 5 bedrooms, 2 baths,
12 years old. Call 1-232-7053.
Open house Nov. 4 and 5. 
47. MOTORCYCLES 
HONDA 350, Loyi mileage,
also a 18 foot/Canoe and 2
snow tires. 'For more in-
formation call 753-5335. 
1977 AAWASAK I 650, $1600.
)423 MX-125. Needs minor
repair. Call 753-8452, after
3:00:
Call 0-4104.
1972 SL 350 HONDA, good
condition, $325. Call 492-8102
after 4 pm. 
1976 XR-75 HONDA, con-
dition-like new. Call 753-4763. 
48. AUTO. SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
guarantee, 85 amp, $26.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
49. USED CARS 
1974 BUICK REGEL, AM-
FM stereo, excellent con-
dition. Midnight blue, white
interior and white vynil top.
Call 753-4962. ' 
1974 CAMARO, Z-28, Power
steering, brakes- and air.
, Excellent condition. Call 753-
6030 after 5 pm. 
1973 CHARGER, power
steering, breaks, air, AM-
FM cassettee, new tires,
wheels, low miles, $1400. Call
436-5366 after 7 pm. 
1974 FORD GRAND
TOR I NO. Power brakes,
steering air conditoning,




604 South 1216 Street
Phone (502)753-7114
Matey, Kentucky 42071
_ SERVICES CLEEILAILD---- 13. SERVICES OFFER Err 
B J HYDRAULICS. Ser-
vice calls or in-shop repairs
of hydraulic parts, jack
rebuilding, prices starting at




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759-
4878. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete lobs, cAll_436-__
2562 after 5 pm. 
DO YOU need stumps
romo.ed your-vacci--or.
land cleared of stumps?
can remove stumps up to "
below the ground, -leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call-
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or B Kemp, 435
4343.
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and
gra0d. Free estimates, Call
CJMord Garrison, 753-5429
after 4 pm. 
Give a personal gift
for Christmas. The
next few weeks are
a beautiful time for
outdoor portraits
Mode at your home
or at some of the
beautiful ,places
around Murray. Call
now for an ap-
pointment. We have





1974 MONTI CARLO, runs
good, body in great shape,
53,000 miles, $2300. 1972 El
Dorado Cadillac, like new
inside and out, 67,000 miles,
$2000. Call 436-5680. 
1974 MUSTANG II Mach I.
Excellent condition, one
owner, lots of extras. Call




with black vi roof. Black
interior, needs otior and
some 55bo.dy work. P er and
air, sell for best offer. _Call
1974 98 REGENCY, 4-door,
new radial tires, 64,000 mites,
white With red interior, show
room condition inside and
outside, $2650. Call 436-5680. 
1976 TOYOTA Celica GT-Lift
back, 5 Speed transmission,
AM-FM stereo tape, shadow
box on rear window. Call 753-
2814 before 5 pm or 767-4256
after 5 pm. 
1975 VW DASHER, ex-
ceptional condition, with air,
$3000. Call 753-7792. 
50. USED TRUCKS 
1957 CHEVROLET 1/2 TON
truck, flat bed, $290. Call 436-
5536 before 3 pm. 
1973 CHEVROLET PICKUP
350 V-8, power steering,
automatic and air con-
ditioned. Good mechanical
la condition. Sacrifice must
sell!! Call 753-4744, priced
$1750. Truck located 623-8321,
Cindy-623-8919. 
1 TON 1971 Truck, remote
control color tv, Magnavox,
AM-FM tape stereo,
chainsaw. Call 753,3506. 
SI. CAMPERS 
LATE MODEL CAMPER
Top. Fits Chevrolet and
Dodge short wheel base. Like
new. $125. Also a 357
4M3616enuorn, model 19-5185. Call
WHITES CAMPER SALES.
Your local Star Craft dealer.
Complete line of parts and
accessories. Non toxic
camper anti freeze, $3.99 per
gallon. Located 4 Miles from
Murray on 94 E. Call 753
0605
BARKLEY UKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Alley Real Estate









Peered sad reedy. Up to 17 a 74. Also born style, offices, tottogbs.
Woo ons, and patios, or BUILD, pre-cut completely ramify
aaltaMiilog to ft ir 60. Bey tire best ter less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUIL NG
53. BOATS & MOTORS 
1976 BOMBER BASS BOAT,
with 65 hp Mercury, M & M
custom trailer, fully
equipted, in excellent con-
dition, $2300. Call 753-2316
after 5 pm. . 
TUNNEL HULL racing boat
and trailer. Good condition,




753:0762 after 5 pm. 
BYANS BROTHERS & Son-
General floMP remodeling),
IrSITTNIV, ayUrniytUt 311T1711r-
gnuetedtelrs. and, rooting. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1 362:41195! 
nCowF14.4-Ccall ‘SAeal rs75-3-2310 for
free estimates for your
WILL BABYSIT A CHILD, in
my home week day's, Age 2-5





753 2310 for free estimates 
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bait.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates. .  •
INSULATION! BLOWN 464,- --
fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after
5 m. Call 1-247-8986 collect. 
LI NSED ECECTRICIArz
and gas installation, will o
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203-
LICENSED EL TRICIAN,
prompt, eff t service,







rates4 free estimates. Call
7515827. 
NEED YOUR yard raked?
The MSU Horticulture Club
is raking leaves beginning
Nov 4. For more information
call Jeff Grubbs, 753-8836 or
Cindy Cook 767-3355. 
EED FIRE WOOD? Call
George Landolt at 753-81700r
John Boyer at 753-8536. 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 0053-
7119 after 6 pm. 
PROFESSIONAL Window
cleaning, 20 years ex-
perience. Stores and private




between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. 
SAVE ENERGY. Blown-in
or bats insulation. TVA
material approved. Free
estimates, Cadiz Dry Well
Contractors Inc., Cadiz, Ky.
Call (502)-924-5541. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky,
42001. Phone day or night 1-
442-7026. 
WILL BABYSIt DURING
the. day. For .few Chiletrlen.
• Call 759-4615. -
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed._
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE RIAR CUT SI.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
see NOSPITAL MOW CAW ItIONII 753-4053
Custom Plant
Bedluniaation







15 Acres of wooded land
near Cypress Springs
Boat Dock. Good for





On Old Murray -
-*Road just i mile off 121
South. A nice lot with 2801'41
feet of "Highway fron-
tage and 2O-feet deep.





Country home with many trees, on seven acres.
A beautifully refurbished home, tastefully
modernized inside, 4 or 5 bedrooms, dining room,
family room, kitchen, fireplaces, and 2 baths.
Property has 300 feet of blacktop road frontage,
rflus a four stall stable, two other buildings and





George Gallagher 7531129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Patiarsarv7.-$2-4443, 5111Upook- 1•75.1-4232-
Bill Rayburn 759-4900 -
II








The funeral for Mrs. Fame
Redden, widow of _ Jesse
Redden, IS t‘eing held today at
two p.m at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Julian
Warren and the Rev. Calvin
Wilkins officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Mason Thomas, Robert
--Walker, -- Iiichar41 Q"itPe.
James Lee Cohoon, Rube
White. and Milton Outlanfl.
Burial _will follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Redden, 74, died
Monday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of the GoOd
Shepherd United Methodist
Church. Mansfield Lions Club
Sizrvivorsinc1ue one . Mohican Sailing Club.
daughter, Mrs. Edgar Smith,
Murray Route Eight; one son,
Pat Redden, Murray Route
Three; two sisters. Mrs.
Mettle Parker, Murray, and
Mrs. Cary Pritchard,
Mayfield; three grand-
daughters, Miss Patty Lynn
Redden, Mrs Randy Brandon
and Miss Bonnie Fay Smith;





Tommy York. father of Mrs.
Sheltie Farmer of Murray,
died Sunday at 4:10 p.m. at the
Marshall County Hospital,
13entorwHe was 73 years of age
and a resident of Benton Route
Four.
The deceased was a
member of the Pleasant Hope
Baptist Church and was a
farmer.
Survivors Melnik- his teifiar/lik
Mrs. Effie York; six
daughters, Mrs. Farmer,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy Ham
and Mrs. Audrey, Bray,
Benton, Mrs. Ernestine Coins,
Bay Minette, Ala., Mrs. Linda
Humphrey, Wauchula, Fla.,
Mrs. Mary Hall, Gilbertsville;
three sons, Marvin, Monroe,
and Jerry York, all of Benton;
one sister, Mrs. Lillie Ross,
Benton; 25 granchdildren ;
,seven great grandchildren.
The funeral gill be. beld
Wednesday at eleven a.m. at
the chapel of the Filtieck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with Terry Walter officiating.
Bu.-ial will . follow In the
Marshall County Memory
Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Alma C. Jones
Dies; Was Sister,
Two Murray Women
Mrs. Alma Coffer Jones,
sister of Mrs. Mimi Jordan
and Mrs. Rose Theobald of
Murray. died Friday in
Wauwatosa, Wis. She Pas a
former resident of Paducah.
The deceased was a former
member of the First
Presbyterian Church,
Paducah, and the Paducah
Country Club. She was a sales
clerk for Gimbel's Depart-
ment Store and was the widow
of Richard S. Jones.
Mrs. Jones is survived by
one daughter, MRs. Patsy
Moseley, Wauwatosa, Wis.;
three sisters, Mrs. Jordan and
Mrs. Theobald of Murray and
Mrs. Clair Jane Albritton,
Mayfield; two grandchildren.
Jim and Mary Beth Moseley;
several nieces and nephews
including Mrs. Jarkle Conley
of Murray.
Graveside services will be
held Thursday at two p.m. at
the --Oak Grove Cemetery,
,Paducah, with the Rev. Dr.
Irry Daniels officiating. The
Roth - Funeral HOme of
Paducah 'is in charge of thi
arrangements.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take





Donald L. Snyder, plant
engineer for Mdrray Division
of Tappan from 1945
died Monday at the Mansfield
General Hospital, Mansfield,
Ohio. He was 61 years of age
and his death followed an
extended illness.
--Mr. Snyder had 36 yearent-
service with the Tappan
Company. He was the inventor
of a telescoping camping
trailer and was founder of Hi-
Lo Trailer Company, Butler,
Ohio. He was a member of St.
Peter's Catholic Church,
Mansfield, Ohio, aot was a
charter member of the '
and
The deceased was a
member of Tappan's Quarter
Century Club and of the
Honorable Order of Kentucky
Colonels. Born April 21, 1917,
in Morrow County, Ohio, he
was the oldest of 13 children of
the late Ora 0. and Marion
Lucas Snyder.
Survivors include his wife,




at home; one son, Charles K.
Snyder, Lexington, Ohio; two
grandchildren, Jon and Carrit.
Snyder; three sisters, Mrs.
William Ritchie and Mrs.
Larry Hoffman, Colorado
Springs, Colo.. and Mrs.
James Hope, Belleville, Ohio;
nine brothers, David J. and
Robert L., Coaldale, Colo.,
Richard A., Fredencktown,
Ohio, Phillip C., Marion, Ohio,
Ora, Jr.., and Sam, Belleville,
Ohio, Thomas A.. Butler,
Ohio, J. Paul, Lexington,
Dino. and H. Arden, Denver,
olo.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at the
Resurrection Parrish Catholic
Church, Lexington, Ohio, with
the Rev. Robert Weithman
-officiating. Burial will follow
in the Mansfield Catholic
Cemetery.
Visitation will be from two
.to four p.m. and seven to nine
p.m. on Wednesday at the,
Lexington Avenue Home of
the Snyder Funeral Directors;
Lexington, Ohio.
POSTER WINNERS — Winners of the Southwest Elementary School fall festival
poster contest are, front row, left to right, Sherry Smith, honorable mention, grades 1-4;
-kyle Robert, second place, grades 1-4; Charles Martin, third place, grades 1-4. Back row,
left to right, Karen Dowdy, second place, grades 5-8; Iody Lambert, first place, grades
5-8; Alesia Covey, first place, grades 1-4; and David Wesson, honorable mention,
grades 1-4. Not pictured are Mark Cooper, third place, grades 5-8, and Jeff Cooper,
honorable mention, grack-s-34.
• Siff Photo By Debbie N. tee
Dealers Won't Say How Far
Dollar Will Fall In Markets
LONDON (AP) — Currency
dealers won't say how much
further the nose-diving dollar
might fall on foreign money
markets. "I haven't heard of
anyone talking about a
recovery in the wind," said
one dealer.
The dollar took one of its
worst beatings ever Monfty,
dropping 2 percent against the
West German mark and
French franc and more than 1
percent against most other
currencies.
In Tokyo, the dollar opened
today at 176.50 yen, its fifth
postwar low ire seven trading
days. One trader said the
Japanese central bank
stepped in to by dollars and
stop the slide_
Gold, the traditional refuge
of speculators in times of
econonlic uncertainty, shot up
as much as $11 an ounce
Monday, closing at $245.25 in
London and $242.875 in Zurich,
Switzerland.
The dollar dropped more
than a yen Monday in Tokyo
and was in trouble on
EurOpean exchanges from the
minute they opened.
Massive dollar sales
triggered more sales, and the
price plunged as buyers for
the once-mighty currency
were hard to find.
Lack of confidence in
American economic
leadership triggered the
recent rush to sell dollars and
buy more stable currencies or
gold.
The. dollar 's_.rapicLslide over






Monday, some said reduced
American oil imports, a
tighter money supply in the
United States and reduced
government spentinginlight
help prop up the dollar.
• Others suggested the U.S.
Federal Reserve may have to
take out billions of dollars in
credits from the International
Monetary -Fundlo buy up the
unwanted dollars and bolster
the rate. 4, -
Part of the IMF's function is
to supervise the international
exchange rate system with an
eye toward maintaining
stability.
Gold, which sold at $169.50
at the start of the year, has
gone up in value 45 percent
since then.
For Americans abroad, the
-dollar's decline means more
expensive _food, lodging and
travel as dollars buy less of
the local currency. But it
Visiting Art Professor
Exhibits In MSU Gallery
Bruce Wild, a visiting
professor of art at Murray
State University, is exhibiting
a collection of his recent
ceramic work in the Clara 'M.
Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center on the
campus through Nov. 20.
Most of the collection on
display has been priced for
sale. Well-suited for home use,
the work includes tea pots,
bottles, vases, platters, and
covered containers in a
variety of sizes and
techniques.
Wild exhibits wheel-thrown
pieces finished in many
techniques ranging from the
pebble-textured, salt-glazed
ware to. the muted tones of
oxidized earthenware. Each
vessel in the display is a one-
of-a-kind object.
A number of the teapot
desigqs in the exhibit in-
corporate wooden handles
specially hand crafted in
England and fitted to the
ceramic designs by the potter. \
Wild, who is on leave from
Lane Community College,
Eugene, Ore., will conclude
his teaching at Murray State
in December. In Oregon, in
addition to teaching, he is a
production potter and with his
wife operates a studio which
produces 2,000 to 3,000 pieces
of stoneware a year. He has
exhibited widely through the




The Murray unit of the
Kentucky Army National
Guard has enlisted two people
thus far, Danny Ray Brandon
and William L. Hale.
A spokesman for the unit
said that the recruiters are
talking to a number of people
but many are not ready to
commit themselves. Murray
Two MSU Debaters
Win Honors In Meet
Two junior debaters at
Murray State University --
Tim Reding of Elizabethtown
and Will Aubrey of Murray —
took first and second place
speaking honors at the
Western Kentucky Hilltopper
Debate Classic in Bowling
Green over the weekend.
Reding was named
pion debater at the close
of the two-day meet, whichPurchase Area btcluded, teams from eight
Hog Market
Eederal State Market NI.W11 Servue 0,1
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wins- and three losses, their
superior execution accounted
for their rcognition, ac-
cording to Robert Valentine,
clebate director at Murray
Stale.
"They have not been
working together very long
-and-.11-lahonsd-to, du wall until_
partners develop an un-
ary
derstanding of each other," he
said. "So we were somewhat
surprised at their success -
but apparently they are
good."
Valentine said he assumed
that the team of Ike Thacker,
Shepherdsville senior, and
Keith, Brown, Mt. Washington
sophomore, would be the team
to beat in the competition.
They compiled the same
record during the competition
but did not get as many points
irons judges as Reding and
Aubrey.
Tom Riley, junior. and
Randy Hutchens, sophomore,
both of Murray, also competed
Murray. It was their first
MI 9f 1.971-79.,:
"Actua they were Just
getting th feet wet,"
Valentine said, t I expeet
them to be in good for
the Ohio Valley Conte ice
. Lauraamealaa .a, zeta of,
competition."
has the potential to be a very
successful unit, the
spokesman said, however, the
townspeople must get behind
the program and do all they
can to help.
Brandon, the son of Shirley
Joyce, is employed as a
groundskeeper at Murray
State University. He is a
native of Murray and attended
Calloway County High School.
He lives at Hale's Trailer
Court.
Hale, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Hale of Alino, is
presently attending Calloway
County High School and is
taking advantage of the
Guard's split training option_
This will enable him to attend
basic training this summer
and advanced individual
training next summer,
therefore, not interfering with
his education.
The Guard spokesman
stressed that among the
benefits of membership kri the
Guard arA. Within assistance,
life insurance at reduced rates
and license tags for vehicles.
The recruiters are at the
National Guard Armory at 401
Sunbury Circle from 8 a.m. to
8 p.m. 'each day. The
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makes the United States a
cheaper place for foreigners
to visit and lowers the costs of
some American goods sold
abroad.
Imported goods sold in the
United States become more
expensive. This worries some
foreign nations such az Japan,
which export heavily, and is
one reason why the Japanese
central bank has often in-
tervened to prop up the price
of the dollar.
'In West Germany, about 170
Berlin-based Pan Am flight
officers are demanding a
higher allowance to make up
for the drop of the dollar
against the mark.
They receive allowances to
offset the living cost in West
Germany, which is higher for
them than it is in the United
States. But the allowances
have not been readjusted
since last year, when the
dollar was worth more than
two marks. Now it is worth
1.80 marks, and the flight
officers say a new adjustment
is needed.
Mideast Peace Talks
Get On Upswing Again
WASHINGTON (AP) — and Israeli delegations were Dayan and others in the
Mideast peace talks, on a meeting, with the goal of Israeli delegation met 41vice
rallat-coastoe lar-caoristbana. Apusupletisigibe..taxlatimeaaMaaday _ With. Secret_aa at _
treaty that is now complicated State Cyrus R. Vance and U.S.
by differences over linking it aides.
to the future status of the
Palestinians.
A U.S.-Egyptian meeting
was set prior to the three-way
talks tnv olv mg the Israelis.
The three-way session set
for Blair House marked an
upswing from a clash between
Israel and the United States
over expansion of Jewish
settlements on the West Bank
of the Jordan River.
But it did not mean dif-
ferences over the "linkage"
issue have melted away.
week, were on the upswing
again today.
Progress reports were
expected from both Egypt and
Israel and top-level
negotiations were scheduled.
For the first time in 10 days,
heads of the U.S., Egyptian.
Stock Market
Price,, of Aork of local interest at
noon, EDT, tod, a) furnished to the
Ledger & Times m First at Michigan,
Carp, ot Murray, are as follow*:
Industrial Average  4.111
Air Products 25 -40,4






GAF  - 1.44 unc
General Care - -saresise.e.- -.-
General Dynamics WI -214
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General Tire 










Israel wants the barest
m—eiLiCtiii- in Its peace treaty
with Egypt of future
negotiations over the West
Bank of the Jordan River. But
Egypt, concerned about
seeming to cut a separate deal
with the Jewish state, wants
the document to express a




penditures. We think the only
way to do it is to review every
spending program that we
have now very carefully and
periodically to make sure that
they are performing a useful
and desirable function,"
Huddleston told Democrats at
the meeting.
Huddleston use called the
Energy Bill a "step in the
—fight dire on. '
Huddleston Monday night
--Wrapped up tour campaign
stops in Western Kentucky, He
is expected to cancel his
campaign activities tomorrow
so he can attend the funeral of
Jimmy Brown, an Eastern
Kentucky field representative
who died in a fall Sunday.
HALLOWEEN GOODIES— Munching on Halloween goodies at this morning's party at Robertson
flementary's kindergarten class are Scott Andrus, son of Mr. and Mrs. Steve Andrus, Kim Sex-
ton, daughter of Carolyn Sexton and Steve Sexton, and Sarah Thompson, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. John Thompson. Prior to the party, the youngsters toured other classrooms showing off
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Now Open In Murray 1201 Main Street, Ph. 759-163()
"The place where thousands are saving millions"
HOME FEDERAL
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